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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the development of a system of mathematics instruction for occu-

pational and developmental students. The system has been designed to enable more students

to succeed in credit courses in mathematics and to develop the appropriate arithmetic base for

their career programs. The intent of the system is to maximize the opportunity for interactions

between the teacher and individual students. It is c. departure from conventional instruction in

terms of both the content taught and the method used. An effort has been made to incorporate

into it the following features: a continual diagnosis of each student's learning difficulties, flex-

ible prescriptions of learning activities (self-study, dialogue and small group study, full class in-

teraction) best suited to each student's skills and knowledge, and a continual evaluation of each

student's progress. The system is based on o carefully sequenced and detailed set of objectives.

The diagnostic instruments and teaching materials and methods have been correlated to these ob-

jectives. The major components of the system are a Course-Placement Program, the Developmental

courses offered at Blue Mountain Community College, and the Study Center. The Course-Placement

Program helps place students in the appropriate mathematics course. The Developmental Courses

provide opportunities for the students to acquire enough mathematical literacy to succeed in credit

courses in mathematics and to use mathematics in their occupational studies. The management

of many features of these courses from the Study Center gives the system a flexibility that is

virtually impossible under any other type of management. This flexibility makes it possible to

tailor the courses to each student's individual goals and needs.

Though the system is neither completed nor perfect, the specific goals of the project

have been accomplished. For the mathematical community, the system offers an efficient and

economical method of instruction for occupational and developmental students.
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Forward

MASTER KEY

The Provost was to meet and escort cbout the campus a visiting scholar. As it was a hoiday
and most buildings would be locked, the President had supplied his master key which he said would
open everything. All went well until it was found that the master key did not in fact turn all
locks. Provost and guest were put to some inconvenience, and when later the President learned
about it he must have been rather disillusioned about the potency of the master key.

How many of us who perch are trusting what we believe to be a master key for teaching?
Would we not be shaken to realize that it unlocks the minds of only some of our students and
with many is quite ineffective? If, for exomple, our master key is lecturing, we should know
that, unless one as a lecturer is one in a thousand, the lecture simply does not really reach
some to the students. So with other tools of teaching.

Tools of teaching do have, of course, a measure of flexibility beyond that of a metallic key.
The teacher himself is more than the tool and gives it potency according to his own quality,
feeble or powerful. But among teaching tools, there is truly no master key. It is the teacher
who must be the master.

And he needs a whole ring of keys. He can try a lecture and then test the class to find
who have learned and who have not. He may then lecture some more to enlighten the latter,
though he may then be boring, even stultifying, the others. Perhaps he had better try some
other procedure. Discussion, for example, will give students who have missed a point a chance
to ask questions. it may give other students who got a point a chance to answer questions. The
interchange can be stimulating and helpful to many, if not all. The discussion is not a master
key but it is a good key. A teacher should himself be a master in guiding discussion.

There are many other keys on a master's ring. Students in discussion learn by talking. In
laboratory they learn by doing. Though traditional laboratory can be "cook book," it also can
be excellent. A field trip is a variant, and it can be a waste of time or something to remember,
again depending largely on the teacher's skill . The writing of themes, reports, and term papers
is a form of laboratory work. So also are projects. There are many more ways to teach than
many of us know about, or use.

A key opening a lock is an apt symbol of the teaching-learning process. Teaching, which
opens up new life to youth, stimulates growth and unfoldment of potential is the noblest human
calling, linked with the divine. And the keys the teacher uses, his teaching tools, are ex-
tensions of himself. All tools are extensions of man. Man walks unaided, but with vehicles
he speeds across earth, through the air, and into outer space. Man is greater than his tools,
but he is greater with the tools.

So with the teacher. He is himself the master and greater than the keys, but he is greater
with the keys.

DELMER M. GOODE, editor
Improving. College and University Teachinc
Editorial, Summer, 1970, page .167
Corvallis; Oregon State University Press
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CHAPTER it ;NTRODUCT ION

The purpose of this report is to summarize the history and development of a protect Whose
goal is to enable more students to succeed in mathematics and to develop the appropriate carith-
metic base for their career progrems. This chapter describes the origin of the protect anOhe
characteristics of the developmental and occupational courses and students at Blue Mounte:lin
Community College.

ORIGIN OF THE PROJECT'

In recent years there has been an increased awareness among community college mathe-
matics teachers of the need to improve the effectiveness of instruction and the appropriat6ess
of course content in their occupational and developmental offerings. This awareness has rroti-
vated a search for innovative approaches to mathematics for occupational and developmental
students. To meet the needs of these students, the Blue Mountain Community College Mathe-
matics Deportment has developed an approach based upon the hypotheses that 0) the student
won't learn until he sees the importance of the material and (2) instruction should be almtost
entirely .individualized. This section presents an overview of the development of this apptioach.

THE NEED

About half of the students entering Oregon's community colleges need remedial wort; in
mathematics. However, most colleges need to improve their efforts in training these students.
Some specific needs to be met include

More suitable testing devices and procedures to identify those students unlikely
to succeed in regular mathematics courses without remedial attention.

New procedures in instruction to assist students to overcome deficiencies ik
mathematical skills.

A variety of new instructional materials available to the student and to thill
teacher designed to facilitate the work of both student and teacher in brinb-
ing the student to a competitive position in "regular!' courses.

Centrally located, professionally staffed study centers highly conducive tc'p
learning to which students in developmental and occupational mathematic;
are assigned for small group and tutorial instruction under laboratory condlttions
and at which they may seek guidance and resources for the remediaiion Orec-
ognized deficiencies.

An increased recognition on the part of administrators and mathematics staffs
that instructors in remedial mathematics must evidence unusual empathy aitad
resourcefulness and that new instructors, however able and concerned, need
the guidance of a carefully planned program in which attainable student c4loals
are carefully delineated in behavioral terms if they are to work creativel)!
with students with mathematical handicaps.



THE DEVELOPME.N.TAL AND OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

The program of stadies Blue Mountair Community College endeevors to serve a wide
range of needs and interests. The institution strieee !0 meet illEsszc- needs and interests by offer-
ing Liberal Arts and Scierices -prog.rams and Applied Saierzee and reehnologies programs.

The Liberal Arts and Sciences division serves the concerns of oil lower division collegiate
transfer programs. The Liberal Arts mathemates courses provide a variety of tracks to meet the
.needs of students with different educational goals and mathematical backgrounds and abilities.
Most of the transfer programs require that the student z.;amplete some mathematics beyond the
Math 101 (College Algebra) level. The student who is not prepared for Math 101 at the outset
of his college career needs more time to complete this requirement. The fallowing develop-
mental courses are available to hirm Mth 40 (Basic Mathematics), Mth 45 (Elementary Algebra),
and Mth 95 (Intermediate Algebra).

The Applied Saiences and Technologies division offers preparation for technical occupa-
tions in the fields of Business, Dental Assisting, Practia,s/1 Nursing, Civil Engineering Technology,
General Drafting, Electronic. Engineering Technology, Law Enforcement, Mechanical Technology,
Technical Agriculture, Air Traffic Technology, and Broadcasting. Each program has its own
course requirements and students have the opportunity to begin their mathematics programs at
different levels. All.of the programs require a level of achievement at least equivalent to Mth
40 (Basic Mathematics) . All but the Practical Nursing and Law Enforcement programs require
mathematical preparation beyond that level. In Mechanical Technology, Air Transportation
Technology, General Drafting, and Technical Agriculture, the usual sequence is Mth 40 (Basic
Mathematics), Mth 4202. (Applied Algebra), and Mth 4204. (Applied Mathematics). Business
and Dental Assistant students have available Mth 40 (Basic Mathematics), and the sequence of
business mathematics classes 2.252, 2.254, and 2.275. The Technical Mathematics courses for
Broadcasting and Civil and Electronic Engineering Technology students have prerequisites be-
yond Mth 40 and Mth 45.

A comparison of the mathematics courses in both the Liberal Arts and Applied Sciences
programs identifies Mth 40 (Bask Mathematics) as a critical course in the curricula. it is
available to those students who, because of a weak background, are not prepared to begin trans-
fer credit courses in mathematics. In addition it is a service course for the career programs which
have a mathematics base of arithmetic. High dropout rates and low levels of achievement in this
and the other developmental courses prompted the Mathematics Department to seek ways to im-
prove these offerings. For three years (1967-1970) the department carried out a very limited
pilot project within the regular program. Appendix A contains a progress report on that pilot
projecl

THE HISTORY AND GOALS OF THE PROJECT

During the Pilot Project, members of the Department of Mathematics were exploring more
effective ways of utilizing the talents of the faculty and students, the physical facilities, and
the various instructional resources. Traditional approaches were being modified and replaced

-2°
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with new ones emphasizing individualized instruction, independent study, and increased teacher-
student interaction. Early in the process of exploring these new approaches, it became apparent
that a Study Center designed to handle, large numbers of students was of prime importance.

These-activities required substantial commitments of time and effort. The success of these
efforts depended largely on the extent to which the department members could overcome the tre-
mendous pressure of time. With the hope of overcoming these pressures and bringing to practical
reality an instructional system which featured the Study Center, a grant proposal was written and
submitted to the Oregon Educational Coordinating Council in March, 1970. A $20,000 grant
was approved in April, 1970; the project began in May, 1970; and it is still in progress. Since
the project began, about 1000 students have been involved.

Though the primary effort has been concentrated on the development of a system of in-
struction for the developmental and occupational students, the materials and procedures have
been used in transfer and technical courses.

In developing the system, the project team sought to achieve the following objectives:

1. To devise and select measurement devices to ascertain with reasonable
certainty which students need remedial training.

2. To develop effective procedures for remedial mathematics instruction to
be used at the college and made available to other colleges in the state.

3. To acquire and produce new instructional materials designed and tested
to meet the requirements of students seeking to overcome mathematical
deficiencies.

4. To improve the effectiveness of the Study Center by reviewing, cat-
aloging, and indexing the study materials.

5. To instigate, supervise and evaluate a system designed to provide the
student who has mathematical deficiencies with the skills necessary to
improve his chance of success in credit courses, either transfer or tech-
nical.

6. To compile a handbook for the careful integration of classroom and lab-
oratory instruction and for the effective assimilation of new instructors
and part-time instructors.

Underlining the whole effort has been the hope that attaining the six objectives above would
enable more students to succeed in mathematics and develop the appropriate arithmetic base
for their career programs.

-3-
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE COURSES

The project activities were concentrated on the Developmental courses of Blue Mountain
Community College: Basic Mathematics, Elementary Algebra, and Intermediate Algebra. In
this section, these courses will be analyzed in terms of the following elements: students, con-
tent, and methods. Though not necessarily mutually exclusive, each element will be discussed
separately. Since this analysis will identify many of the deficiencies in conventional courses,
it can serve as a standard of comparison for the new instructional system.

STUDENTS

Although students enter these courses with a wide range of mathematical skills, these
skills are usually quite limited. Not only do many of them have serious deficiencies in top-
ics but many of them are also slow learners. Besides the entry-skills problem, there is also a
problem with the attitude of many of the students. Because of a "failure" experience with
mathematics, they enter the developmental and occupational math courses with an anxious,
defeatist attitude. The teachers assigned to the occupational and developmental math courses
usually have little formal training for the assignment. And since they frequently look upon
this assignment as a necessary evil, the probability of their spending much time to examine
the mathematical needs of these students is very low.

CONTENT

Since occupational and developmental math teachers are frequently uncertain about the
proper content for the course, they must rely on the available textbooks for this guidance.
However, this content is far from satisfactory. As a core-course, Basic Mathematics must
serve students from all majors. The mathematical needs of the various majors are quite diverse,
both in terms of topics and the level of sophistication required in topics. Therefore, it is diffi-
cult to decide on a core content which fills the needs of all students. On the other hand, it
would be almost impossible to design a unique course for students in each curricula. The con-
tent has to be somewhat of a compromise. There is also a sequencing problem. Though design-
ed to prepare students for their other courses the math course is taught simultaneously with many
of these courses. Given the restrictions of the necessary sequencing of mathematical topics and
the speed with which the students can learn, it is almost impossible to treat all topics before
they are encountered in the other courses. Topics which are taught "too late" are a constant
source of complaint from the students and occupational teachers.

METHOD

In the typical mathematics course the lecture-discussion method is used in conjunction
with a conventional textbook. Though it is becoming more and more obvious that this method
is not very successful in communicating mathematics to average and below-average students,
it is still used for various reasons. For one thing, many teachers will not try any other method,
not only because all of their experience and training is with the lecture-discussion method but
because it is the method which they enjoy using. For another thing, even those who like to

-4-
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try a different method find that other methods are not available and they themselves do not
have the time and energy to develop one. With students who are experiencing difficulties the
lecture-discussion method has many deficiencies. The method places too heavy an emphasis
on teacher activity and too little emphasis on student activity. The teacher spends most of the
class time lecturing or discussing problems with the students as a group. He does not get enough
feedback from each individual student and he cannot devote much class time to remedial work.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENTS

This section describes the general characteristics of the entering students and reports
their skills in terms of the Blue Mountain Community College Course-Placement Program.
Although the information was obtained from the students in the 1970-71 school year, it is
typical of the students who have enrolled during the past few years.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

Typically about 2/3 of the mathematics students enroll in the occupational and devel-
opmental courses. In the fall, 400 of the 600 mathematics students enrolled in these courses.
The general characteristics of these 400 students are summarized below. The information on
age, academic major, and mathematics background was available from personal data sheets
filled out at the beginning of the term. The age distribution is given in the following table:

AGE N %

Less than 20 281 70

20 - 25 78 20

More than 25 41 10

TOTAL 400 100

In this group, 175 students (44%) reported than they were in the Liberal Arts division and 225
students (56%) indicated that they were in the Applied Sciences division. 150 of the Applied
Science students were enrolled in the Basic Mathematics course. In the table below, the num-
ber and percentage of Basic Mathematics students enrolling in each occupational technology are
given:



TECHNOLOGY N %

Air Traffic Tech 14 9

Broadcasting 9 6

Business 33 22

Law Enforcement 15 10

Mechanical Tech 45 30

Tech Agriculture 15 10

Other 19 13

TOTAL 150 100

The mathematics background information indicated that these entering students were very
heterogeneous in terms of their level of high school achievement. In general they have
not had a history of academic success. The reported grades were typically average or lower.

ENTRY SKILLS

Each entering student was required to take the Mathematics Course-Placement Exam.
Most of the students in the occupational and developmental courses were recommended to
these courses because of a general lack of success on this Exam. in particular, Bask Math-
ematics was recommended for about 36% of these students; Elementary Algebra or equivalent
for about 37%; Intermediate Algebra or equivalent for 25%; and a higher level mathematics
course for the others. However, about half of these students chose to enroll in Bask Mathe-
matics. One of the reasons students chose this course over a more challenging one was their
history of limited success in mathematics. Additional information on entry skills and the Math-
ematics Course-Placement Exam is contained in chapters 2 and 3.

-6-
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COURSE-P! ACEMEN1 PROGRAM

Entering students differ greatly in the deve lopment. of their mathematical skills. Rec-
ognizing the broad range of skills, the Blue Mountain Community College Department of
Mathematics offers a variety of beginning course in order to provide instruction at all of
the appropriate levels. The coerse-Placement Program is designed to handle the problem of
placing students in the appropriate courses. The ic4..a:1 course-placement program would route
students to a course that would combine challenge with. a good opportunity for success. Stu-
dents who need developmen,tal work to prepare for creditIsivel study would be routed to a
developmental course, not a credit-level course, and students who could succeed in credit
level work would begin at that level rather than in developmental courses. it is unlikely
that any placement system would operate perfectly, but by using various means available
(tests, high school records, and interviews} placement decisions can be made that elf least
diminish the amount of error.

This section contains a description of the Mathematics CourseePlacernent Program that
is now being used at Blue Mountain Com.manity College. A discussion of the development of
the Program is in chapter 3.

PLACEMENT PROCEDURES

Each entering student is required to take the college placement exomination administered
by the Counseling Center. Results from this examination are used to determine placement. in
English, mathematics, and reading courses. Although all students are required to take the
placement examinations, no one is denied admission to the, College on the basis of scores on
these tests. After taking the placer e.nt examinations, each student is interviewed by a
counselor. During this interview the student's needs, interests, and goals are discussed.
Following the interview the student is assigned on adviser who will assist' him in planning his
academic program. The student' who wants to maior in a lower division collegiate. program is
assigned a Liberal Arts division adviser who interests are in that maior. if the student is
planning to prepare for a technical occupation., his adviser will be selected from the Applied
Sciences department that prepares students for that occupation. The student, assisted by his
adviser, selects the most appropriate courses based upon information such as high school records,
placement test scores, and recommendations from the Counseling Center.

PLACEMENT EXAM

The mathematics Course-Placement Exam consists of three tests: MOD Arithmetic '.-est,
COOP Algebra I test, and COOP Algebra II test. Students whose background includes
no algebra take the MOD Arithmetic test. Students who have taken more than two years of
mathematics beyond Algebra 9 take.: the COOP Algebra is test. Students whose background
is between these extremes take the COOP Algebra I test. These 40 minute multiple choice



tests are bas,,d on rnater!cl r`,ov ed it .7.-,00rses through Col leoe Algebra. Appendix B
contains a list of topics indi4ating the et...2h of these tests.

PLilarAFilILLIESOMMENIDA.T EONS

Each test yields a total scorn based or !he rA,mber of questions i2 s;.udent answers cor-
rectly. This score is used to help make r.:o:.r:e ply c,.,!,mc-nt decisions. Each of the tests is
being given to students and actucd course (jrc:de,;:m Ping matched with resulting test scores.
To determine the relationship between these vIriablhs and to ef,tablish a basis for predicting
student performance, norms tables have been de ;eloped. The norms tables, in Appendix B,
provide a probability of succe:is (C or better ) course for coch score on o respective
test

-9-
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COUR:Si:5

The cour.5,c,,s M (1I ym A I syibro, ermed3ole Algebro) are avail-
able to those students who, bscoult--: of c wt.:1< are not prepared to bagin trans-
fer credit courses in nitAktnin! ic5, °;!n addi- ti-n.:y r.....o.,.1rses for the career pro-

grams which have a mcthernatics. base of ,;tad clgebro. content of these
courses has, been nrolyz,:d and revs,--,d ti-es

1. the content must begin at. c ten.;e! whkin coincides with the entry
skills of the students,

2. the content mus.t. s,otisfy len s! one of the following thme reasons for
inclusion:

will be used on the lob,
b) it is needed to learn another part of the curriculum, or
c) it will be required in non-occupational life, ond

3. the instruction must proceed at a pace which coincides with the learning
speed of the studentti.

This analysis led to a carefull.y. s.squenced set of learning objectives and the development of
each of the courses in *terms of these objectives. Me content of each course has been de-
scribed by a set of major topics (rnocitIle: ar,d by ss:ts of more specialized subtopics (units).
In this section the courses will be described by idenifying the content, procedures, mate-
rials, and diagrdostic ins,truments in each course.

BASIC MATHEMATECS

At the beginning of the 1,,s.:rrn each student takes a comprehensive diagnostic tens to
determine. his particular needs. This test icieri each student's needs in terms of the
following major topic-moduWs o'd the courses

Topic-Modules

A. Place:' Value
B. Whole Numbers I (operation4
C. Whole Numbers II (primes, involution and evolution)
D. Fractions I (multiplication and division)
E. Fractions It (addition and subtraction)
F. Decimals
G. Ratio and Proportion
H. Percent

A more detailed description of these _,,)me topics (objectives) is given in Appendix C.
Individual progress in the course is made by students through the use of textbooks, self-
instruction materials found in the Study Center, small group work, and dialogue with
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he tea:her. A he term pa.i..set, the ird;..f.de'.:I. s:,,dent mor_3torF: b progrf_,rs-i, on a weekly
bask.

The firs day of each week !he kge gro.:p non the Monday
lecture on a major topic. The lei:ture.s deri objectives for each topic-module and
provide various ways to obj,,,:,.es., following the lecture the student is
given his weekly assignment. When ci student completes the assignment for that topic-
moduler he recuevs topr-(nodule,: test a Study C:enter. Sample copies of the
topic-Tnodule tests, ore in Appendi:x C. After he .7.4,:es the test,. it. is e-,,,..,..!uated by the in-
structor and the resu/ts are discussed with student evaluon interview. The
interview is a brief re:-.4t--3w of the ten, whch her onfrm; the student's mastery of the
content or diagnoses areas in which the studen t. needs, addonal study. l he student has
mastered the concepts of the topic-module, Hs work for that. week is completed. This
"time off" feature serves as motivation for many s!odents and ttllows the teacher to give
individual attention to the student's who need the ht--dp. !!' the student does not achieve

SUCCeS5 on the test, addition instruction is prescr;:bed - work with the moterials in
the Study Center, small group sessiom in the classroom, or individual sessions with the in-
structor. When the student is agcin confident that. he can 'pass the topic-module test, he
requests a parallel form of the original test at the Center. After he takes this test, there
is another evaluation interview. this procc.,dvre .:_:oht.inues until the student shows mastery
of the concepts and skills developed in the

This weekly pattern continu,,:s for eight of the ten weeks in the royarter. The first
week is used for course oar ion vi iz and the last week is available, for "makeup
and catchup" o.ctivities. The acherus hancibcck desribed in Appendix C, contains
comments, teochiag i.uggestions, and n cle...c.,,.:.c';.ption of these procedural. details. At the
end of the term, a cornpr,-.-0-tensiv.,:,. final given to dets-Jrrni.r.:e the student's
grade.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

The followina oot I inu indica'es, the major topics (modules). A more detailed descrip-
Hon of the same content (including the specialized subtopics or units) is given in Appendix D.

Topk-Modoles

A. Sets, 'lark:Wes, and Sentences
integers, Rational Numbers, and Real Numbers
Fractional Expressions and Poly.r.omais

D. Solving Sentences

The audio-tutorial method of studying mathematics is used in this course. This method
utilizes a textbook-workbook designed to correlate with audio topes. The lecture and other
explanations are on audio tapes and the chalkboard illustrations are in the text. The students
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two hours per w'"14.: 3n disnu.xion
taking test's, and zol.t4ng problems: introduced workzheets. For three hours
a week, on the o....ferage-, tht-3 ose !he !:.udic-tape and text in the Library
Learning Center. A zt.udf.,,,nt goes o the L':.brary 1,,,th his book; pencil, and paper; checks
out a [Opel; proO t 0 a udy student con go Through
the lecture e .1:71,.; own rate and rev;ew any p-;;;:rt of the lecture cs often. az dezire(J by revers-
ing the tape player and turning b<: ;n the ',E,;,:t . The student spends as much time as nec-
essary to complete a un:t . When he feel.; he hos maste..,:red ths., basic concepts of a unit, he
requests a test at the Study Cr. Afr he takes the topic-unit is evaluated by
his instructor who rnports the results and further recommendations to the student on a
direct. sheet. The redinct indicates which qu-:-,stions the student .ha:s missed and
which frames to review. c,,f the z;tliderfi'l-r..,.s. not- mastered the c.oncepts, of HIP: unit he is
given remedial. assignments ri1'e'ro hk o the n.:(fio topes, work with. m(..,,terials in the
Study Center, or individual session .s .with the. iri,sr.ro.ctor.

Durina the term each student. has nv.;r:y. opporn%,!7ills !0 41dT.: hs progress in the course.
In addition to the tests associated A.i;:th each of 1-(s. 25 took-units, th!::re are problems at the
end of each unit that the student is rzciired to work ,.1,nd hand in for evaluation. There
are four mid-terms (topic-module test...; taken. in The instTuctor keeps the students in-
formed concerning the results of these prog,rez; checks by using a special form that is dis-
tributed on a regular basis thro,:ghout the The topk-module test scores carry the
most weight in the determnat ion of course grades. Appendix D cont&ns copies of the
material and tests used in the course.

INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

The content of thiE; ou s (1.,.-Jscrit.K.:(.1 by six. topic-modulest

A. Rec Number System,
8. Linear Equations and equoes,
C. Polynomials,
D. Fractional Expressions,
r. Exponents, Roots, and Ra.dicals, ond
F. Quadratic Equations.

The teachers use a combination of informial lectores, small group work, and chalk-
board recitations to get active student participation in the class. Although the topics are
introduced to all students at the same time, each student's progress on a topic is evaluated
daily. The progress check usually takes the form of a short answer topic-unit test which is
given in class. Each of tl-,ese topic-unit tests covers a basic concept essential to the study
of the topic-modules listed above. These progresz checks identify formally for each student
his need for a review of the topic-unit . he s,valuction of these topic-unit tests is one of
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the uniqu..: fect;:res th4 r:,..);..rr,t,. The te...:,nht,rs pre.F..ctribe a review for r.n.y. sudent who fails.
to answer the test' ques!ion,s 100 percent r;oj I y Th.ce l'itu&ni.,1 whose f.,-,rrors nat directly
on the concept. being tested ozked to mpy retnke ,turious forms of the until they elim-
inate all such errors. 'Those .i.)citr:,ntr, who 7-.;hcw tr4understdng of thr,,: baslic concept being
.tested ore pre_Isc;:ribed the progrlm of Study Cenre o!-,:tiviti.es best suited to thr skills and know-
ledge of the topic unq content. 'This preszript7c,r, communicated tr.) he student on a referral
form which indicates the Study Center na y and he topic-unit the student should take
when he completes hencHvy.0 91e udn tak.es the second topic-un4 test, at the
Center, it L evaluated by the instructor uing he .!irzme standard of 'n00 percent ma.ster,, of
the concept. This Process ;:f, repeated until the siudent answers the test questlons correely.
The availability of about 10 forms of e111 topic-u,,,T.1 test makes it possible for a student to
take a different form of the t-g each time., Most st,;dents master a topic-unit r.',oncept with-
in one recycle. No student has had to retake a topk-unit test more than four times. The
philosophy of expecting 100 perce:nt mastery of ech picnit concept which is reflected
in the following grading polky, had a desrabk effect on the ca room :-)t-noqabere. The
grade on each quii was determd as lot lov,s:

5 points if done corre%,:sly in ass.
4 points if done cor,-,..,rAy on he fis
3 points if done corrt,tly on the sE:cond or third retoke,
2 pointi, if done correctly anytime ar retake, and
0 points if the stud,_--nt dcen't. fu iii any cr'iteria for points.

This system rewoedi. !he a.'uth.:..N for being pr,p.-:t-d for o given class and at the same time
allows each student s.:.cond chance to k,.cirr, a oncopt. Course grades for the studeny,
are determined by toplic-isn te-sts, the topic-module !c-ss, and th,, final exam. Appendix
E contains copies of the rnantrls and test; 1,0.` d in the course.

OTHER COURSES

Some of the materials and procedures that were developed for the instructional system are
used in the transfer and technical courses. The topic-unit testing procedure as described
in the Intermediate Algebra section is used in the College Algebra, Trigonometry, and
Technical Mathematics courses. Students in these and the other malherntics courses at
Blue Mountain Community College use the mcl!erials and tutorial services that are ovail-
able in the Study Center.

-13-
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STUDY CENTER

The Study Center is an area containing programmed materials, audo-visual devices,
books, calculators, and other resources which supplement and reinforce the general curric-
ulum at Blue Mountain Community College. It is staffed by teaching assistants, faculty mem-
bers, and student tutors. The mathematics section of the Center is designed to provide a work-
able source of mathematics instruction for all Blue Mountain Community College students. The
Center provides two types of learning programs:

1) the instructional system program in which the Center is an integral part of
the regular mathematics courses and

2) an independent study program in which the student works on his own under
the guidance of a teacher.

Both of these programs feature easily accessible instructional materials and readily available
tutorial guidance.

INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM PROGRAM

The resources used in the instruction system program are a Test File, which is used to
find out what instruction a student needs, and a Set of Materials, which is designed to give
him that instruction. These resources were selected and designed to correlate with the math-
ematics courses offered at Blue Mountain Community College. The resources are used to make
Study Center activities an integral part of each course offered within the instructional system.
These courses are designed so that each student is required to take several tests in the Center.
This was done in part to assure personal contact between the student and the Center personnel.
Once this contact is made the student discovers the many advantages that the Center offers.

As indicated in the previous section, each of developmental courses has been divided into
topic-modules and topic-units which specify the oblectives in each course. Each objective was
defined in terms of test items and references to specific presentations in various instructional
materials. These test items, which are in the Test File in the Center, make up the topic-unit
and topic-module tests that are used in each course. The details of the testing procedure were
described in the previous sections. In general the tests are used to diagnose deficiencies and
to evaluate progress after instruction. The development of the material references led to a
thorough analysis of the Center resources. These resources, which include a variety of teach-
ing machines and programs, tape recorders and tapes, programmed texts, textbooks, and other
materials designed for self-study, were reviewed, cataloged, and indexed for easy reference
to the topics. The resulting Index contains references to the best material available for studying
each of the various topics. The instructor uses the Index to identify materials that will help the
student overcome his topical deficiencies. He finds the topic in the Index and selects the as-
signment, directing the student instantly to the pages in a particular book, to the side of a
particular tape, cr to the cartridge for a particular teaching machine. The student then may

-14-
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proceed at his own pace and at his own convenience, seeking tutorial assistance when the need
arises.

The management of many features of the instructional system from the Study Center has
given the system a flexibility that was virtually impossible under any other type of management.
This flexibility has made possible such extra servies as special treatment for fast or slow learners,
tutoring at any time during the day, and an efficient method for handling the make-up work of
absentees.

INDEPENDENT STUDY PROGRAM

The resources of the Study Center are available to all Blue Mountain Community College
students, as well as all members of the community, for independent study. Although the De-
partment of Mathematics has developed a series of course to fit most mathematical needs, there
are some people who need to work outside of these course offerings. The independent study pro-
gram provides ways for these people to fulfill their needs. This program offers the student whose
education has been interrupted and is now returning to college the chance to "brush up" before
entering regular classes. It allows the adult who has never been to college the opportunity to
study without the pressures of the classroom. The student with a learning problem has the op-
portunity to study without the pressures of the classroom. The student with a learning problem
has the opportunity to overcome his weaknesses without embarrassment.

In addition, the student with a scheduling problem can take an entire mathematics
course in the Study Center. The following independent study courses are available:

1) Bask Mathematics (Mth 40)
2) Elementary Algebra (Mth 45)
3) intermediate Algebra (Mth 95)
4) College Algebra (Mth 101)
5) Trigonometry (Mth 102)
6) Analytic Geometry (Mth 110)
7) Calculus (Mth 200)

Each course can be easily administered by a mathematics teacher working as a tutor-guide in
the Center. For each course, the materials have been organized into packages which contain

A text and other materials needed by the student,
A course outline and time schedule for the student,
A student guide which explains his responsibilities,
An instructor guide which lists the major objectives of the course and defines
the instructor's role in the course
A test booklet which contains all quizzes, hour tests, and the final exam in a
form ready for student use, and
An answer book for all tests.

-15-
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Also available are a number of "mini-courses" in areas of mathematics which are heavily
used by students in school work and in everyday life. "Mini-courses" are available in slide
rule use, solving linear equations, solving quadratic equations, solving word problems, solv-
ing systems of linear equations, and many others which are developed as the demand arises.
The material developed for each mini-course consists of packages containing

An information sheet explaining the procedures and the objectives of the course,
A collection of self- evaluation quizzes, and
Materials, such as a programmed text or an audio tape, which are necessary to
fulfill the objectives of the course.

The Basic Pharmacology course for practical nurses provides an illustration of the mate-
rials, testing, and tutorial features of the Study Center. Students of nursing, like other per-
sons, vary in their ability to use mathematics. However, it is important that nurses know how
to add, subtract, multiply, and divide when dealing with fractions, decimals, percentage, ratio,
and proportion. The "arithmetic review" and the "mathematics of dosage and solutions" parts
of the Pharmacology Course have been designed to assist these students in developing and main-
taining these computational skills. A continual diagnosis of each nurse's strengths and weak-
nesses, using SRA's Computational Skills Development Kit, in the Center makes it possible for
each to work only on those computational skills in which she is weak. The materials and tutor-
guides provide individual assistance when it is needed. When a nurse finishes with the mathe-
matics part of the course 50% usually take one week, 25% need three weeks, and the remain-
ing 25% take about five weeks - she uses the mathematics in the nursing lab as she works with
her nursing teacher on the techniques of administering drugs.

-16-
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A system of instruction has been developed to enable'more students to succeed in credit
courses in mathematics and to'develop the appropriate arithmetic base for their career programs.
The major components of the system are a Course-Placement Program, the Developmental courses
offered at= Blue Mountain Community College, and the Study Center.

.
Since the primary goal of any system of instruction is to make learning occur, the success of

the system should be measured in terms of the achievement of this goal. This chapter contains
empirical results and comments on the learning that occurred' during the fall and winter terms,
1970-71. These results will'be reported tin:der the fallowing headings:

A. Courie-Plabement Program
B. Basic Mathematics Course
C. Elenientary ATgebra Course

E. Study Center
F. General Comments

Intermediate Algebra Course



COURSE-PLACEMENT PROGRAM

Each entering student was required to take the college placement examination adminis-
tered by the Counseling Center. Results from this examination were used to determine placement
in English, mathematics, and reading courses. Although all students were required to take the
placement examinations, no one was denied admission to the College on the basis of scores on
these tests. After taking the placement examinations, each student was assigned an advisor who
assisted the student in planning his program.

The mathematics portion of the college placement examination has undergone many changes
in the last few years. During the spring of 1970 a Mathematics Course-Placement Program based
on high school records, test scores, and interviews was developed. This Program was used, ana-
lyzed, and refined,. This section describes these activities under the headings: placement (1970)
and placement (1971) .

PLACEMENT (1970)

The mathematics Department constructed a two-level exam based on the material usually
covered in standard mathematics courses through Intermediate Algebra. A student took the Level I
test if he had a weak algebra background and the Level test if he had a strong algebra back-
ground. The exam was given to 73 Blue Mountain Community College Mathematics students to
establish tentative norms. After the Counseling Center gave the exam to about 300 high school
seniors in the College district, the norms were reviewed and specific standards were established.
The following table indicates the standards that were established:

Test

Level I

COURSE-PLACEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS (1970)

Raw Score Coutement recommendations

Level II

0 - 7.5

8 - 11.5

12 - 20

- 2

3- 12.

13 - 22

Bask Mathematics

Elementary Algebra or equivalent

Intermediate Algebra or equivalent

Elementary Algebra or equivalent

Intermediate Algebra or equivalent

College Algebra or higher

Placement beyond College Algebra was done on an individual basis using additional information.
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The exam was given to approximately 1000 students during the spring, summer, and fall
of 1970. 410 of the 600 fall term mathematics students took the exam. Level I test results for
306 students indicated that 148 should take Basic Mathematics, 115 should take Elementary
Algebra or equivalent, and 43 should take intermediate Algebra or equivalent. 104 Level
tests predicted success for 35 students in Elementary Algebra or equivalent, for 60 students in
Intermediate Algebra or equivalent, and 9 students in College Algebra or beyond. To summar-
ize, Basic Mathematics was recommended to 36% of these students, Elementary Algebra to 37%,
Intermediate Algebra to 25%, and College Algebra to 2%. After consultation with counselors
and advisors, the students enrolled in the following courses and achieved the following results:

COURSE-PLACEMENT RESULTS 1970)

Recommended Course (number) Course taken (number) Successful (%)
(A,B,C)

Unsuccessful
(D,F,W)

Basic Mathematics (148) Basic Mathematics (118) 68 (58%) 50 (42%)

Higher Level (30) 7 (23%) 23 (77%)

Elementary Algebra (150) Lower Level (32) 28 (88%) 4 (12%)
Elementary Algebra (95) 69 (73%) 26. (27%)
Higher Level (23) 11 (48%) 12 (52%)

Intermediate Algebra (103) Lower Level (25) 19 (76%) 6 (24%)
Intermediate Algebra (71) 48 (68%) 23 (32%)
Higher Level (7) 4 (57%) 3 (43%)

Analysis of these results, together with related data, led to a refinement of the test.
Actual grades were correlated to a number of prediction instruments. For. example, Basic
Mathematics information resulted in a correlation coefficient of .63 in relating the 1970
placement test scores and the actual grades; whereas the COOP Arithmetic test, Form A,
comparison resulted in correlation coefficient of .54. But; in Elementary Algebra the corre-
lation coefficient between the results of the COOP Algebra I test, Form A, and the grades
were .43 compared to .34 when comparing the 1970 placement test scores and actual grades.
In Intermediate Algebra, the following information was obtained: COOP Algebra I test scores
compared with grades, .54; 1970 placement test scores compared with grades, .41. Infor-
mation of This nature provided guidelines for the revision of the exam. Appendix B contains
some of the data that was used in analyzing the exam. Included in the redesign was the atti-
tude that the method of placement should be as simple as possible to relieve the Counseling
Center and the Mathematics Department of complicated procedures.



PLACEMENT (1971)

The refinements in the 1970 Placement Model led to a three-level model based on test
scores, high school records, and personal interviews. The following tests are being used:

Level It MOD ARITHMETIC

Level II: COOP ALGEBRA I

Level COOP ALGEBRA H

Students whose background includes no algebra take the Level I test; students who have
taken more than two years of mathematics beyond Algebra I take the Level III test; and
students whose background in between these two extremes take the Level II test. These
40 minute multiple choice tests are based on material usually covered in courses through
College Algebra.

The Level I test was developed by the BMCC Department of Mathematics. It is the
product of three years of writing, revising, and norming. The first 28 questions of this test
were used as the Bask Math Diagnostic Test in 1970-71. The COOP tests are available from
the Cooperative Test Division, Educational Testing Service, Berkeley, California. Appendix
B contains a copy of the MOD ARITHMETIC TEST and a list of topics indicating the scope of
each of the tests.

Each test yields a total score based on the number of questions a student answers correctly.
Each of the tests have been given to students and actual course grades have been matched with
resulting test scores. This activity provided norms tables, in Appendix B, which indicate a
probability of success ( C or better) in each course for each score on a respective tes;,
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BASIC MATHEMATICS COURSE

Basic Mathematics was taught to four classes (194 students) during the fall term and one
class (58 students) during the winter term. This section summarizes the results obtained. The
diagnostic test, topic-module tests, pre-test and post-test, the final examination, course
grades, and dropout rates will be examined.

DIAGNOSTIC TEST

At the beginning of the term each student took a comprehensive diagnostic test to deter-
mine his particular needs. The results of this test served as a basis for prescribing a program
for each student to follow throughout the term. The program recommended for a student spec-
ified certain objectives that the student should be able to accomplish as a result of his study.
A different set of objectives were selected for each student, based upon that student's mastery
of the total objectives displayed in the diagnostic test. The test included items from the fol-
lowing categories: Whole Numbers I, Fractions I, Fractions 11, Decimals, and Percents.
A copy of one form of this test is given to Appendix C. A distribution of scores and an item
analysis are also in Appendix C. These topics describe five of the eight weekly modules in
the course. The remaining topic-modules are Place Value, Whole Numbers 11, and Ratio and
Proportion. A complete set of test data was available for 184 students in the fall and 47 students
in the winter. The mean scores were 54% and 49%, respectively. The mean scores (%.of
correct answers) on each of the five sub-sections of the test are given in the table below:

Mean Scores for Sub-Sections of BASIC MATH DIAGNOSTIC TEST

Fall, 1970 .Winter, 1971

Whole Numbers 1.,(6. items) 76% 78%

Fractions I (6 items) 43% 42%

Fractions II (5 items) 60% 47%

Decimals (7 items) 54% 49%

Percents (4 items) 32% 20%

This information indicated that most of the students needed considerable instruction on
Fractions I (multiplication and division) and Percents. Whereas most students could succeed
in the course with little time spent on Whole Numbers I.

The diagnostic test was also used as a course placement test. Scores on the test were cor-
related with actual grades in the various courses. These results, which are provided in Appendix
B, indicated that the test should be used to predict student success in the lower level courses.
Next year, the test will be administered as part of the Course-Placement Exam.
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TOPIC-MODULE TESTS

The course was divided into eight topic-modules. Each week when a student completed his
initial assignment for that week's topic-module, he requIsted a test in the Study Center. After
he took the test) it was evaluated by the teacher and the results were discussed with the student
in an evaluation interview. The interview included a brief review of the test which either con-
firmed the student's mastery of the topic-module or diagnosed areas in which the student needed
additional study. If the student did not achieve initial success (70% or better), additional in-
struction was prescribed and retesting was done with parallel forms of the original topic-module
test. The following tables summarize the results obtained on the topic-module tests:

TOPIC-MODULE TESTS
(Fall, 1970)

Mean Scores and Number Taking Tests

Topic-Module Form A Form B Form C Form D Form E Form F

1. Place Value .75 (180) .80 (57) .81 (18) .90 (8) .85 (2) 1.00 (1)

2. Whole Numbers I .89 (174) .85 (6) 1.00 (1) (0) (0) (0)

3. Whole Numbers H .76 (165) .67 (55) .81 (22) .81 (11) .77 (7) .92 (6)

4. Fractions I .77 (158) .72 (46) .65 (24) .72 (13) .74 (8) ,82 (7)

5. Fraction: H .86 (154) .67 (17) .64 (8) .77 (6) .58 (3) .70 (2)

6. Decimals .64 (15 .68 (71) .72 (36) .68 (17) .69 (10) .81 (6)

7. Ratio and Proportion .73 (146) .68 (39) .64 (19) .69 (12) .76 (6) .80 (3)

8. Percent .69 (140) .66 (57) .65 (27) .61 (10) .84 (5) (0)

Average Number
Taking Tests 0 59)., (44) (19)' (10) (5) (3)

These results provide information concerning several features of the course. The weekly topic-
module pacing is illustrated by the success, on the average, of 115 of the 159 students after initial
instruction, by the success of 25 of the remaining 44 after additional instruction, 9 of 19, 5 of 10,
2 of 5, and finally the last 3.
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TOPIC-MODULE TEST
(Winter, 1971)

Mean Scores and Number Taking Tests

Topic-Module Form A Form 13 Form C Form D Form E Form F

1. Place .81 (58) .82 (10) .95 (2) (0) (0) (0)

2. Whole Numbers I .85 (56) .78 (4) .90 (1) (0) (0) (0)

3. Whole Numbers II .66 (55) J3 (26) .73 (16) .86 (6) .80 (2) .95 (1)

4. Fractions I .75 (53) .76 (16) .82 (5) .85 (3) .75 (1) (0)

5. Fractions II .74 (50) .77 (16) .76 (6) .75 (3) .73 (2) .70 (1)

6. Decimals .60 (49) .69 (29) .79 (15) .95 (1) (0) (0)

7. Ratio and Proportion .73 (48) .71 (14) .63 (4) .70 (1) (0) (0)

8. Percent .67 (48) .71 (22) .57 (12) .69 (5) .70 (2) (0)

Average Number
Taking Test (52) (17) (7) (2) (1) (0)

The winter results indicate that, on the average, the initial instruction provided by the Monday
lecture was all that was needed by 35 of the 52 students. The remaining 17 students received
the attention for the rest of the week with 10 of these 17 succeeding after another look at the
topic-module. Sample copies of the topic-module tests are in Appendix C.
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PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

The COOP Arithmetic tests, Forms A and B, were given to the students in the course
as pre-tests and post-tests. The results obtained from these tests provided information which
was used to judge several other diagnostic instruments: the course-placement exam, the
diagnostic test, and the final examination,. The means during fall term for four of the in-
struments were Diagnostic Test (.54), Pre-test (COOP Arithmetic, Form A) (.62), Post-test
(COOP Arithmetic, Form B) (.66), and Final (.77). These and similar results indicated that
the COOP Arithmetic tests would not provide useful information on the course.

FINAL EXAM SCORES, COURSE GRADES, DROPOUT RATES

The final examination was designed to measure the student's general knowledge of arith-
metic and its applications. The final examination was taken by 140 students in the fall and
50 students in the winter, with the scores ranging from 49% to 98% and 55% to 97%. The
mean and median scores for the final exam were 77% and 79% in the fall and 75% and 76%
in the winter. A copy of the final exam and an analysis of the exam are included in Appendix
C.

The official droput rate was about 20% (40 of 194) in the fall and 14% (8 of 58) in the winter.
However the 20% figure includes 9% who withdrew after one session. A 20% dropout rate com-
pares favorably to the 40% dropout rate which had occurred when the course was taught by con-
ventional methods. The majority of the dropouts occurred for nonacademic reasons.

Course grades for the students were determined by their score on the final exam. The
distribution of grades is given in the table below.

Grade

Distribution of Course Grades - Bask Mathematics

Fall, 1970 Winter, 1971
N % N °A)

A (90% - 100%) 19 13 4 8

B (80% - 89%) 48 31 12 24

C (65% - 79%) 50 32 24 48

F 8 5 5 10

I 29 19 5 10

TOTAL 154" 100% 50 100%

The students that received grades include 76% who succeeded in the fall and 80% in the
winter. The remaining students had the opportunity to finish the course in the following term.



Comparing initial success on each topic-module test with the comparable sub-section of
the Diagnostic Test and comparable sub-sections of the final test indicates the relative success
of the course. The following tables provide this comparison.

COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES
(Fall, 1970)

Topic-Module Test
Topic-Module Diagnostic Test FORM A Fin& Test

Whole Numbers I .76 (6 items) .89 .91 (17 items)

Fractions I .43 (6 items) .77 .85 (10 items)

Fractions II .60 (5 items) .86 .74 (2 items)

Decimals .54 (7 items) .64 .76 (11 items)

Percents .32 (4 items) .69 .76 (14 items)

The final success of the students on these 5 sub-sections was 82% compared to 54% success at
the beginning of the term.

COMPARISION OF MEAN SCORES
(Winter, 1971)

Topic-Module Test
Topic-Module Diagnostic Test FORM A Final Test

Whole Numbers I .78 (6 items) .85 .88 (17 items)

Fractions I .42 (6 items) .75 .87 (10 items)

Fractions II .47 (5 items) .74 .84 (2 items)

Decimals .49 (7 items) .60 .77 (11 items)

Percents .20 (4 items) .67 .67 (14 items)

The final success of the students on these 5 sub-sections was 80% compared to 49% success at
the beginning of the term.
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COMMENTS ABOUT BASIC MATHEMATICS

We believe that the 1970-71 trial of the Basic Mathematics course was successful. Most
of the goals for this course were attained. The Course-Placement Exam did a good job of iden-
tifying the students who needed the Basic Mathematics Course. Each case of incorrect place-
ment occurred because the student and his advisor did not follow the placement suggestion.

The following innovations were particularly successful: the Monday lectures, the weekly
topic-module tests, the Study Center activities, and the individual evaluation interviews. The
textbook was one of the weakest parts of the course. This was recognized in the course planning
but available time was alloted to developing the procedures and other materials. The applica-
tion part of the course was not ready to implement completely, but is being given further atten-
tion.

Teacher and student evaluations brought about some changes for winter and spring terms.
A copy of the student survey results is in Appendix C. The student record form was redesigned
to make it more useful and a supplementary record was adopted. The students believed that the
weekly topic-module tests should count toward the final grade. To add this incentive a grading
scale was designed to include this feature.

-26-
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ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA COURSE

Elementary Algebra was taught to six classes (157 students) in the fall and eight classes
(198 students) in the winter. The original plan was to use the audio-tutorial approach in all
of the classes. However, the hardware to handle them all was not available at the beginning
of the fall term and fall term experiences indicated that other approaches should be used. Dur-
ing the fall term four classes (49 students at Blue Mountain Community College and 53 students
at Linn-Benton Community College) used the audio-tutorial approach and two classes (55 stu-
dents at BMCC) used a programmed text approach. During the winter term four classes (31 stu-
dents at BMCC and 65 students at LBCC) used the audio-tutorial approach, one class (30 BMCC
technical agriculture students) used a problem solving approach, and three classes (72 BMCC
students) used a combination of the other two approaches.

The audio-tutorial approach that was used in the fall utilized the audio-tutorial project
materials developed at Fullerton Junior College and procedures designed to emphasize prob-
lem solving in algebra. The approach was developed to serve the Elementary Algebra needs
of the Liberal Arts students and the Applied Science students. However, experiences during
the fall and winter terms suggested that two different courses should be available to serve these
needs. The Applied Science students for whom Elementary Algebra was a terminal course in
algebra needed more emphasis on problem solving and less on the foundations of algebra. The
students for whom Elementary Algebra was a course which would lead to Intermediate Algebra
and beyond needed the flexibility provided by the audio-tutorial approach. These two courses,
Mth 4.202 (Applied Elementary Algebra) and Mth 45 (Elementary Algebra), are now available
at BMCC. Mth 4.202 is being developed with the cooperation of faculty members in the Applied
Science division. Mth/45 designed to qualify the student with little or no background in al-
gebra for Intermediate Algebra, has been developed and utilizes the audio-tutorial approach.
This section summarizes the results obtained in the development of Mth 45.

The audio-tutorial method utilized a textbook-workbook designed to correlate with audio
tapes. The lecture and other explanations were on audio tapes and the chalkboard illustrations
were in the text. The student spent three hours per week in discussion classes devoted to an-
swering student questions, solving problems introduced by teacher-made worksheets, and taking
the topic-module tests. For three hours a week, on the average, the student used the audio-
tape and text materials in the Library Learning Center. A student went to the Library with his
book, pencil, and paper; checked out a tape; proceeded to a study carrel; and studied a
unit. The student could go through the lecture at his own rate and review any part of the lec-
ture as often as desired by reversing the tape ployer and turning back in the text. The results
of these activities will be examined in terms of the topic-unit tests, topic-module tests, pre-
test and post-test, the final examination, course grades, and dropout rates.
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TOPIC-UNIT TESTS

When the student finished a topic-unit tape and felt that he had mastered the basic concepts
of the unit, he requested the appropriate topic-unit test at the Study Center. After he took the
test, it was evaluated by his instructor who reported the results and recommendations to the stu-
dent on a redirect sheet. The redirect sheet indicated which questions the student missed and
which frames in the textbook-workbook explained the answers to these questions. When the stu-
dent received a score of 70% or less on the test, he was required to retake the test when he was
again ready. The following table summarizes the results obtained on the topic-unit tests during
the fall term classes at Blue Mountain Community College.

TOPIC-UNIT TESTS

Average Scores and Number Taking Test

Topic-Unit
Original
% (N)

Retake #1
% (N)

Retake #2
% (N) Topic-Unit

Original
% (N)

Retake #1
% (N)

Retake #2
% (N)

A 1. 74 (49) 90 (8) 91 (2) B 5. 70 (42) 82 (11) 88 (2)

A 2. 84 (49) 87 (7) 80 (1) B 6. 78 (42) 78 (8) 89 (1)
A 3. 86 (49) 85 (4) (0) B 7. 82 (41) 88 (5) (0)

A 4. 80 (48) 78 (6) 84 (1)
A 5. 84 (48) 85 (4) (0) C 1. 84 (40) 79 (3) (0)

A 6. 83 (47) 79 (9) 83 (2) C 2. 80 (38) 87 (5) 90 (1)
A 7. 89 (47) 84 (4) (0) C 3. 76 (38) 84 (7) 70 (1)

A 8. 85 (45) 89 (4) (0) C 4. 91 (36) (0) (0)

C 5. 81 (36) 84 (4) (0)

B 1. 80 (45) 84 (5) 80 (1) C 6. 78 (36) 85 (6) 80 (1)
B 2. 82 (45) 79 (7) 84 (1) D 1. 77 (36) 81 (6) 77 (2)

B 3. 88 (44) 85 (2) (0) D 2. 67 (36) 79 (7) 88 (1)
B 4. 48 (43) 79 (38) 84 (5) D 3. 76 (36) 78 (6) (0)

When examining this table, the following points should be considered:

1) This table illustrates the typical topic-unit testing pattern that has
evolved.

2) There have been some changes in the tests from term to term. The
major change has been to change their format to multiple choke
problems to facilitate grading and analysis.

3) The winter results were not tabulated because the classes were being
refined into the two seperate courses.
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TOPIC-MODULE TESTS

During the term each student had many opportunitites to judge his progress in the course.
in addition to the tests associated with each of the 25 topic-units, there were problems at the
end of each unit that the student was required to work and hand in for evaluation. There were
three mid-terms (topic-module tests) taken in class, the fourth topic-module test is part of the
final exam. The instructors kept the students informed concerning the results cif these progress
checks by using a special form that was distributed on a regular basis throughout the term. The
topic-module test scores carried the most weight in the determination of course grades. The
fall term results at Blue Mountain Community College are reported belovn

TOPIC-MODULE TESTS

Topic-Modules Mean Score N Standard Deviation

A. Sets, Variables, and Sentences 75% 45 10.56

B. Integers, Rational Numbers, and Real Numbers 67% 41 14.34

C. Fractional Expressions and Polynomials 66% 39 16.86

D. Solving Sentences 59% 34 19.08

These results indicate the pacing pattern that brought about certain refinements in the course.
In particular, as the term progressed, the mean scores decreased, the number et students de-
creased, and spread of scores increased. These observations led to procedures which would
allow more flexibility in providing for individual differences. The course no requires mastery
of a topic-module before the next one is encountered and allows time for this o be accomplished
with variable credit arrangements.

PRE-TEST AND POST -TEST

The COOP Algebra 1 tests were utilized as a pre-test, form A was give =n on the first
regular day of class, and as a post-test, form B was administered during the fil al week. The
results obtained show evidence that the approach is effective with most students. During the
fall and winter terms,

the mean raw score on the pre-test was about 13

and the mean raw score on the post-test was about 25.

This 92% gain encouraged the continued development of the course. Additional information
from these tests contributed to the development of the new Course-Placement Program.
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FINAL EXAM SCORES, COURSE GRADES, DROPOUT RATE

During the fall term there was a 26% (27 of 102) dropout rate. However only 11% drop-
ped after the second week and 70% of the students who dropped also quit school .

There were two final exams: a takehome final that emphasized problem solving and a regular
final on concepts. These exams were taken by 36 students at Blue Mountain Community College
and 38 students at Linn Benton Community College. The scores ranged from 19% to 91% on the
takehome final and from 45% to 98% on the regular final. The mean scores on the takehome
final and the regular final were 65% and 75%, respectively.

Course grades were determined by scores on the final exams, the topic-unit tests, the
supplementary problems, and the topic-module tests. The distribution of grades is given in the
table below.

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
(Fall, 1970)

DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE GRADES

Grade

A 14 19

B 13 18

C 40 53

D 7 9

F 1 1

TOTAL 75 100

COMMENTS ABOUT ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA

The :esults achieved by the students using the audio-tutorial approach show promise.
The teachers who handled the classes was quite enthusiatic about these results. They pointed
out that the students seemed to appreciate the discussion periods since the attendance was good.
The audio-tutorial environment with its flexibility and accessibility of instruction provided stu-
ents the opportunitites to develop the abilities they possessed. It was especially helpful for the
student who felt some responsibility for his own learning. Teacher and student evaluations of
the approach brought about changes in the course. A copy of the student survey is in Appendix
D. This survey, which was based on the Fullerton Junior College attitude questionnaire, con-
cerned student attitudes, feelings, and reactions to the course. Students felt that the most
beneficial features of the approach were the ability to stop and repeat tapes, the ability to enter
the lab at their hour of convenience and as often as needed, periodic testing, and small group
discussion sessions.
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INTERMED1AT E ALGEBRA (1970)

intermediate Algebra was taught to four classes (100 student) during the fall term. This
section summarizes the results obtained durng that term and discusses the course refinements
that occurred during the winter and .piing terms. The opic-unit tests, topic-module tests, pre-
test and post-test, the final examination, course grades, and dropout rotes will be examined.

TOPIC-UNIT TESTS

The teachers used a combination of informal lectures and chalkboard recitations. Although
the topics were introduced to all students at the some time, each student's progress on a topic-
unit was evaluated almost daily. The progress check usually took the form of a short answer
topic-unit test, form A. These tests identified formally for each student his need for a review
of the topic-unit. If the teacher discovered individual weaknesses, he prescribed the program
of Study Center activities best suited to each student's skills and knowledge of the topic-unit
content. This prescription was communicated to the student on a referral form which indicated
the Study Center activity and the topic-unit test, form B, the student should take when he com-
pleted the program. The topic-unit Lest results are summarized in the following table:

TOPIC-UNiT TESTS

Mean Scores and Number Taking Test

Topic-Unit Form A Farm B Topic-Unit Form A Form B

A 1. .45 (86) .72 (42) C 1. .72 (81) .67 (5)
A 2. .63 (86) .63 (13) C 2. .86 (78) 1.00 (4)
A 3. .70 (88) .65 (11) C 3. .88 (77) (0)
A 4. .75 (86) .76 (13) C 4. .73 (77) (0)
A 5. .80 (93) .90 (8)
A 6. .84 (88) .80 (3) D 1. .82 (76) .95 (4)
A 7. .70 (87) .68 (9) D 2. .86 (77) .80 (3)

D 3. .62 (77) .69 (16)
B 1. .66 (82) .60 (13) D 4. .77 (79) .67 (6)
B 2. .68 (83) .76 (13)
B 30 .67 (84) .75 (15) E 1. .62 (78) .65 (18)
B 4. .84 (80) .80 () E 2. .70 (77) .67 (14)
B 5. .78 (81) .75 (4)
B 6. .65 (81) .72 (11) F 1. .70 (79) .84 (12)
B 7. .76 (79) .80 (10) F 2 .84 (79) .93 (8)
B 8. .71 (80) .6.5 (10) F 3. .74 (79) .86 (8)
B 9. ..73 (81) .60 (10) F 4. .76 (78) .85 (10)

F 5. .81 (79) .90 (10)
F 6. 063 (79) .63 (19)
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It should be pointed out thc; the. peoplr.; took Fr.-ik'rn B of the were stu-
dents who scored 40% o le- .: on Fo..m A. of the. tr.K.zethef excused
absences from the f..:7 :n PC :t !;C:Ular, !befe g...oup of stude.r.,t.; who ...:.onsisiently scored
low on the 1- wci Dhrr crid hE.Op :tie Study :cored high
on the second tei.t rne.se vudent..;,, about 80/0 r.ucces:ScIlf completed the ;:.our5e .

seen- keIy h-; auld !.-.:)..re beer. unt-,occel.,..,.:-,;! cwe

Another point of ir:'ie:est the results oi e:it ,A .-41t, abo;.t. 50% of the students
were referred to the Study C,?ntt. ft.; furlhe4 approached this low
level again. Th c:on be c'mribk,ted to a gere:.....)! vv.h:7,...21 often ot-..,curs when students
perform poorly.. The t...igr.',1conl paint here ;;...1Ht. "r.r.A.akening" oc...-;,..ared during the second
class meeting, ,r-athe ,.. it-7,.;;;; seemed se..1 iturlaard fot. -,;....chievemeni and an
atmosphere of ole;.;net...s.wh',.e,..h corried or' ittro.J.gllo:_?, the term.

TOM-MODULE !ESTS

The content of coury.:, coni:st..;.. of -six topic-modultis,: (A Reci Number System; (8) Linear.
Equations and tnequal ies; f,C,) Polynamali; (D) tonol Expressions', (E) Exponents, Roots,
and Radicals; 'rd Quadratic. Eco:arion. The;r:. wepe 3 mid-term tests given throughout the
term. Test i (topic!-module; A and 13:t hnd a mean 5.cOC of 71.1%; res. ti (topic-modules C
and D) had a mean score of 76.6%: and (!op :module E and F) had a mean score of
67.90/G. The distrib..Aion of the Tories iOr he tesis .3re given in the .fable below.

TONC-MODULE TESTS

Di Ltrih,....t ion of Grades.

Grade Test
N

Te.Nt

Fr-76Z)
Test

N
11

(%)

A 16 (20). 26 (33.3 ) 12 (15.4)

30 (37.5) 26 (33.3) 9 (11.5)

'12 (1.5) 11 (14.1) 21 (26.9)

D 1.4 (17 (14.1) 18 (23.1)

8 (10) 4 (5.Z 18 (23.1)

roici $0 -(i056:;) 78 Tii)N. 78 (4000/0)
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The instructors of this course noticed that the first test seemed to confirm the placement
information which hod been gathered. A number of the students were convinced at this point
that their placement in a lower level math class was justified and withdrew at this time. A
few of the students remained unconvinced and remained in the class. None of these students
were successful, although a few earned Ds by diligently making use of the Study Center facil-
ities. The grades on test Ili were noticeably lower because of the test took too long to com-
plete. This test was shortened before it was used in the winter term.

PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST

The COOP tests, Algebra I and Algebra il, were given to the students in the course.
The results obtained from these tests were used to judge several diagnostic instruments. The
COOP Algebra 1 test results indicated that this test was one of the best predictors of student
success in Intermediate Algebra. The Algebra II test results are being used to predict success
in the College Algebra course.

FINAL EXAMS, COURSE GRADES, DROPOUT RATES

The official dropout rate was 24.05 %. However, the majority of these dropouts occured for
nonacademic reasons.

Course grades for the students were determined by their scores on the topic-unit tests, the
topic-module tests, and final exam. The distribution of grades is given in the following table:

DISTRIBUTION OF COURSE GRADES

Grade N

A 10 13

B 13 17

C 16 20

D 16 20

F 5 6

W 19 24
Total 79 't00%
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COURSE REFINEMENTS

During the winter term the results were not as good as had been expected. The primary
cause for concern was the lock of student initiative in completing Study Center assignments. In
addition there were some students who completed their Study Center assignment and gained from
the additional work, but still did not completely master the given topic-unit. These variations
in the pattern from fall term were attributed mostly to the type of student enrolled in the Inter-
mediate Algebra classes during winter term. The winter term student had a weaker mathematics
background and had a history of a lack of success in mathematics. Although their scores on the
placement examination were lower than those for students in the fall term, their scores were high
enough for placement into Intermediate Algebra. The winter term experience prompted several
refinements in the course procedures.

Successful experimentation in classes such as College Algebra, Trigonometry, and Technical
Mathematics gave rise to revisions in the testing procedures in Intermediate Algebra. Each topic-
unit test was expanded to ten or more forms. This was done in order to give the student an op-
portunity to recycle through a topic-unit and have a chance to check his mastery with a fresh
test each time. The use of a ditto master containing an outline of the test with the particular
numbers, or problem, omitted enabled the instructors to produce a number of forms of each test
without much difficulty. The next revision was in the method of test evaluation. Rather than
giving the student partial credit for an incorrect solution to a topic-unit test, the instructor told
the student to take another form of the test. This process was repeated until the student answered
the test question correctly. Each retake lowered the student's score as follows: no retakes was
an A; one retake was a B; two or three retakes was a C; and four or more retakes was a D.
Notice that the student cannot score less than a D unless he fails to retake the given topic-unit
test. This grading system encouraged the student to completely master each topic unit, rather than
compromising for partial credit. The third and final revision was one of emphasis. The lecture
time was reduced and there was an increased amount of time spent on boardwork and small group
activity. This made the class more informal and tended to get the students more involved in the
classroom work.

COMMENTS ABOUT INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA

The Intermediate Algebra instructors were pleased with the results obtained in the Intermediate
Algebra classes during fall term and with the revised system as it was taught spring term. The
curse was successful with the average students of fall term and the lower level students of spring
term. The outstanding features of this class were:

1 . The organization of the material and the order in which it was presented seemed
natural and easy to teach.

2. The short quizzes proved to be on effective teaching device.
3. The idea of 100% mastery on the topic-units created a positive atmosphere for learning.
4. The referral form was a valuable communication device between teacher and student.
5. The use of the Study Center has shown great potential . Several students have had

rather outstanding success working in the Center.
6. The system encouraged the student to see the instructor more often.
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STUDY CENTER

The management of many features of the instructional system from the Study Center
has given the system a flexibility that was virtually impossible under any other type of
management. This facility hod a molar impact on the entire mathematics program at the
college. During fall term, 3970, over 3000 student contacts were made as part of the
work in the three Developmental courses. These courses were designed to make Center
activities an integral part of each course. Each student was required to take several tests
in the Center and use the instructional material that was available there. This section
describes the Study Center activities during the fall in terms of the Study Center resources,
the Developmental courses, and the general results.

STUDY CENTER RESOURCES

The Study Center contains programmed texts (about 200 different titles), tape recorders
and tapes (60 SRA Mathtapes, 63 Merrill Audio tapes, 54 Houghton Mifflin Algebra tapes,
4 Slide Rule tapes), a variety of teaching machines and programs (20 MAST cartridges, 15
TUTORFILM films), and other materials designed for self-study (SRA Computational Devel-
opment Kit, SRA Algebra Skills Kit).. These materials have been reviewed, cataloged and
indexed for easy reference to the topics taught in courses in the system. The Study Center
Test File contains the topic-module and topic.unit tests for each course. The procedures
in each course required that a student take several of these tests in the Center. A full-
time clerk handled the administration of these tests at the student's convenience. The
Center was manned 5 days a week, 8 hours a day, by a full-time tutor-clerk. A part-
time student clerk was on duty 15 hours per week. Each of the seven mathematics in-
structors averaged about 5 hours per week assisting students in the Center.

The Study Center is located in an area between the Library and Student Union, making
it easily accessible to the students. The facility has two components: a quiet area used
mainly For testing and a tutorial area.

C

6

0 0

[c] C

C

C 1

D Desk, 0 - Office, T Table, C Carrel, S Sto,oge
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DEVELOPMENTAL COURSES

In the Basic Mathematics course, there were 1738 module tests taken in the Study Center.
On the average, a student took 15 minutes for a test. The total time for test-taking in the
Center was about 343 hours and 30 minutes; this is on average of 8.7 hours per day throughout
the term. Each of these tests was followed by an evaluation interview. About half of these in-
terviews resulted in a recommendation of additional Center activityt individual tutoring, use
of instructional materials, or both.

Due to the limited space in the Study Center facility, activities in the Elementary Algebra
course over flowed to the Library. The Library handled most of the checking out of tapes and
housed the eleven study carrels where permanent tape players were located, Each student aver-
aged 2.3 hours per week listening to tapes. Each student took at least 25 topic-module tests in
the Center, averaging 20 minutes per test. At least 1125 tests were given, resulting in a total
test time of about 375 hours, or 7.5 hours per day.

In the Intermediate Algebra course, student deficiencies were determined by using progress
checks in class. Those students who needed work were referred to the Study Center. Their re-
ferral form indicated the material that they should study and the topic-unit test that they should
take when they were ready. There were 340 referrals made throughout the term. This resulted
in the following time being spent in the Center: .57 test taking hours and 114 material use hours.

GENERAL RESULTS

At any given time, students from as many as 20 different mathematics classes were using the
Center on a regular basis. While early use was predominantly in the Developmental courses, there
was a continued growth of use by students in the transfer and technical courses. As the system ev-
olved, the teachers recognized that the Center enabled them to spend more time guiding individual
students and small groups. Teachers felt that their students showed more interest in the courses,
asked more questions, and demonstrated deeper understanding in small - and large group dis-
cussions. In addition, the teachers felt that they got to know the students better as their role
shifted from lecturer to tutor-guide. It appears that the multimedia approach makes the instruc-
tional system effective for certain topics and students and is a step toward the ideal of an in-
dividualized program of instruction for mathematics students.
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GENERAL COMMENTS

In this section, the accomplishment: of the project will be summarized and discussed.
This discussion will lead Into a broader discussion of the implications of the project and
the many future directions which the project can take.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The system of instruction that has been developed has enabled more students to succeed
in mathematics. Though the system is neither completed nor perfect, the speesific goals of
the project have been accomplished. The project team has been able

1) To devise and select measurement devices to ascsrtain with reasonable certainty
which students need remedial training,

2) To develop effective procedures for remedial mathematics instruction,

3) To acquire and produce new instructional materials designed and tested to
meet the requirements of students seeking to overcome mathematical deficiencies,

To improve the effectiveness of the Study Center by reviewing, cataloging, and
indexing the study materials,

5) To instigate, supervise, and evaluate a system designed to provide the student
who has mathematical deficiencies with the skills necessary to improve his
chance of success in credit courses, either transfer or technical, and

6) To compile handbooks for the careful integration of classroom and laboratory
instruction and for the effective assimilation of new instructors and part-time
instructors.

The general goal of enabling more students to succeed in credit courses in mathematics and to
develop the appropriate arithmetic base for their career programs has been attained. The team
has been maintaining data on the progress of the students in successive courses and this data

ems to verify these conclusions concerning the general success of the system.

Each student and each instructor involved in the courses were asked to comment on the
strengths and weaknesses of the system. Each teacher submitted a report and each student
filled out a questionnaire at the end of the term. The attitude of the students toward the
system of instruction has been very positive. This positive attitude is undoubtedly related
to the level of achievementewhich they attained. Though many of the students began the
courses with a fair amount of anxiety because of their past experience with math courses,
their success dissipated this anxiety and replaced it with confidence in their ability to learn.
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Though asked to assume a new role,. the cooperation of the teachers during the course of the
project has been very good. Nine different teachers have been involved at some time during
the year. They have worked out more or Less well depending upon iheis skills at tutoring and
controlling students plus their ability to function as a member of a highly organized group.
Since a system of instruction cannot survive in our educational system if teacher reaction to
it is negative., there has been a necessary concern about the attitude.; of the teachers. At
first, some of the teachers were apprehensive. In spite of their willingness to try something
new, there was a conflict between their new role and the role which on ordinary teacher ex-
pects to play in his profession. Some teachers admitted that they missed lecturing and were
disturbed by the fact that the students were learning without their lectures. Most were fairly
conscious of their status, with a fear that their new role was merely that of a technician or
bookkeeper. As the learning system evolved and the teachers became more involved in it,
their attitudes became more positive. There are various reasons why this change in attitude
occurred. Some of the reasons are more general and some are specifically related to the use
of the Study Center. The more general reasons are

(1) The instructional system has been successful-and most teachers are interested in
the achievement level of their students.

(2) It became clearer to them that their tole was also a highly professional one.
That is, they saw that the system was designed so that they could cope with
the learning problems of individual students. Most of them found this type
of activity rewarding.

(3) They became more involved in the decision-making process of the project and
so their ideas and suggestions had an influence on changes in the system.

The reasons related specifically to the use of the Study Center are

(1) Full utilization of the many resources of the Center makes it possible for teachers
to function in their most important role - teaching.

(2) The increased use of para-professional personnel (teacher aides and clerical help)
freed the teachers from many of their non professional duties..

There are many reasons for the success of the system of instruction developed by the project
team. The system is highly organized and it provides for interactions between the teacher and
individual students. It has objectives which ore clear both to the teacher and the student and
only these objectives are assessed by test items. It has demonstrated that average and below-
average students can learn mathematics from the multimedia opproach. The results achieved
by the project suggest that a system of instruction like the one developed by the project team
should be developed for mathematics instruction at other levels. A system of instruction of
this type not only guarantees individual attention for each student, but it is also flexible enough
to deal with individual differences. in these students.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

What has been accomplished by the project up to this point is a mere beginning. The pro-
ject staff has many ideas about directions which the project can and should take in the future.
These future directions include various ways in which the present system of mathematics in-
struction can be expanded and modified to Fill a much broader need. This expansion needs to
be done with mathematics for transfer students, mathematics for occupational and technical
students, and mathematics for elementary and secondary school students.

The major problem with most students at the transfer level is that the students feel no re-
sponsibility for their own education. The system approach can shift this responsibility from
the instructor to the student where it rightfully belongs. By eliminating the lock step schedule,
the instructor can involve the student more actively in his own learning. To achieve these
objectives, the other mathematics courses at Blue Mountain Community College are being
added to the system of instruction.

Considering the fact that most of the mathematics instruction is remedial in nature, it
might be more efficient at the present time to concentrate on systems of mathematics instruction
for high school students. If the major effort were devoted to high school courses, there would
be a need for coordination with mathematics instruction in elementary and junior high schools.

In order to facilitate the development of the many systems of instruction which are nec-
essary,- a statewide center should be established. The recently established Math and Science
Curriculum Resource Center for Oregon, sponsored by the Oregon Museum of Science and
Industry, could serve this role as it helps set the stage for a "Systems Approach" in Oregon.
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APPI NID, X A

The if..,,,,mplOo. =zip* of th5:- pc kid eac.;11 coursz't

( ) ktj and sirç pedineili topics,
( 2 ) pro3p5,1rint,, ts ralativ to f;.hEst,t

( 3) fx.opsgrina rtiofAory tit-4i% For tK\I-esat
( prepoffiwgii study rriote6ai5 for co54).

( 5) rmitilogitrz and indexing 5tvdy rnoteriais by topics.

To dat vities have bean canceptivivfid a . and 4 'Th-t110
actiW1 es have been devo:-ew.1 tt::1 tine cirie,snetic ofevniltary 4.1i9ebrti ?:ev,As,

METHOD

Proproal

The servenc9, itAth 4.200 'CArithsvetic) and Mt-h 4.202 (E,1-fe;rne.,,,:';or> ,
Algeb44, is 0-As ptimary venicie for he Fies,,grom 0 !I FA2P,'01.e.E.. ssrquer;cAL for

h*th Liberal At- 4i and Applied -FicNn. Ifruciontl, Tiae7A =.::i25,erze:;$ ure

for th41:10 sturknts who, because of a weak :...x-s-ckgrourtde. Z1Te .4.1.01( prepare:d
girt trarder credit cotsri,es iri Friativ-nriaoit:5:

agweatm for thrs career p.rogrorry3 which havf.,:t a maiiteirtaVit:-; ;:x:?!::1 OF
end e!ortantory airitzbra

Oh2-letvas und Procedures1.

To ifiti9Vate the progre;ss the; tire iv.ivei rnodz: with aii.3 1:reQ; ct ,
em.rnine what we have done in te!svgg of ctlir guiding P:WirtC4/14:ivA,

( ) Stari each stuclont 418ariv af,p,visibkt hif owrl
mathematical clevolaer ent Ira princapie pN,Isalgrs iaag
prat errito

(a) Haw do, you dr heze a !.',0t&,r.st's fint Jeve c.,!Y

difficulty iios?
cto) l.:ow can you let each evdeg n a cic,m

acqy his own level?
Th first problem has a 5olution WI r-Te devoloping tois`i'iiro pv..agram

dotermiriz the course that the student should too placed in, Also, theiTe are
revemi or,flc tesc;s availabl'e ra identify the tztucknt '5 reathormqtica)
wthh thtt The probiom onvs.ling 8)44) gtwieilt to work c-in
kiwi in a clt4iinwn situation r.-ot as !.hiri;1 lt?e, 1:::41rE

et,i%n it With our cId
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APP!.:NiT.);X A

nn;con er,;_ould. er rkhi diad W or
tlext, le;:t I (Asa c2vgnIlte.r tri orirranii!Itc, o)zaten'rciTy

.4.7i0tbn r,%. cind er applkatiz:ns thot procedri from the fit oprirotiens an ,,vhole
nFImb*r te mom; looted !opic needed for their program. Each
ofie.r taking Ills first dicxgnoo test i5 :torte47.1 on this tequent ic list at own
level 127,,d than oczntina,..:s down ti.w.

miL hthteg uE o c,w-
( 3 ) The ,,7.14n t7. ti!!.o.,:ved to work c their own roc.

46,ft4,,i. 4d1r3rit sicx34..,.! on his list of topici and ossipnrnents, he moves tor-
ward of rapidiy o. can,. When under4iwicling contelg qudy, cr
m;oz no Gi've isgtrohy assignmfL'ots, If unct.mstonding is sIow in ct.:,r,11.n.y,, 1.1rpa

;n63vidt.n.11 cricl extra ovkinc-nn;:. in Snidy

Thh bring.3 1.n; t k3w1h

( 4 ) A voriEl,i'y ..-..0.urce rna2erid ni h xt:vidi.s:1,. HovirT,,,...tiog-
notui Ike stisclEz.nIrs-i,Tr-o.gi6z;73-P.Te"Tit7;:ao.--S' rri.7:Ters7ge.. tbo St-.,;dy ski 11$

Cantor, The tzto,ahor rici Mrs. ierr. thr establish a skins program for the
Outialni to follow., ThEt per.Formance on the pct.?,gpvir, h wer.dvW,i.,ci at

end o.F le.ss.c,n and his p,res5 oc erformonce dt..lerrnine the specific
meitvrit.112, or tochnicives will be erripkyed on a.:15.4.1'cent the
Canimr, The .stuthInt.'s lesu.:nsy diognostic inforrnaion, sic, ore kwt i:n his
Name: feidw. The t.der h ri.--Isprn.sii:?tr,, mointoining o mciarity of his
recordi. Ducting this act iviiy f110 g`th'ittirit is ode by the in:strut:tar,
Mr.S. Horris,, Mts. Ferguson, ,vnti wk:nteer stlx5z:ni hcrAp. 1Ne try to hove.
reverol dfferet nd f materiaI 'etiOri; books, 171,:laclout

progrenrried books, moth tape's, skill kits, etc. - For the 1\ifever

k the z.tt.;.dent expooted 1.0 work `e'i'Sn son"io exerq.,iee r:7.vcsr ond over until he
5r75 Fre!..h material on the 5(10)-9 tOiniC tn<3,2 when ,r;zedect.

The fifth prinr)to i cog ly reIaer.i. The virtoc: of the sequence
is Its frovh e,ipprooch to okst topiaa., Whon tceicfling cc rc of h-1 5C.I1C4i;k1

ieVe.?lz il'hCti been the com to 7..vi.T:tot th m<eroriol efiscsntioily gur,a.

Form os it 'wos pre.se.nted h1911 For tikt.frzients who were not socce.-
ful in high 'school; this c.12pcoach wog e.:ifteri no 5r.lore second time
thon th e First..

( 5) The adent won't Nom until he w:Its the importmloe
moteriol , o.ur conviction thdi. c(F:::p,.: 4 o Iciroo A di9
e1:110i CLgriCUir.1 who ore strongly matvoie4 by s..f-:?,eing specific :7,F.arAic,,..:-
tins. TIvr,0 7,tmlents want to be immerse-d o quickly o c7,":sibe In nursin!;2,
etteiroraas; poli,a:-..s;cience, or :roratarial akiLlects; ho 'z who': they came ,tOr.,
At oll cirtvin in tecl.ch'ing those courtesy e,nr., fzf.1:0!i ermte to lust tac.-:f or;1

raotivt.#e the rric.te:rir.31 In them by showiInc.: how jt t aYpo varity cf
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A?PENDX ,

applications. Primarily this is handled h using hcHndout a-,lutet:s, The s'..rudents
ore eiven sets of word problems selected to show how the matorid can be ap-
plied to their ores of study

The 2etS Of word problems are being developed with the cooperation
of many of the .Appli,:m-1 Science dep,:3rtmentt. This CoopeMtion resulted from
mveral meetings devoted to discussions of appraochek to the prob!em oftde
tow-md tho prealt m, iovolt, of exercirAZ, etc.

The Agrkuiture and Air Technology Deportment's have ;:5,:30i1 Oxcell.ant in
contributing to this co i ;cation of opplicwons, thes,

toor.,:eraled inciude ;Mechanical Technale,)gy, Proctkoi Nufsing, Pc ce
Scienae,. and Pt; es, Other sources of oppticintions irsciu,::fe the future cth"

otc cour.ses ;+41:J1 V.47;Me oaf the ".{,-urzlerA's tr.:tkr., Os Weil Ors': e her
Leta l Art z;

This brings f.ES to our sixth principle.
( 6) The studenh must be given the chance to suc.c.ed. This

ortkL Same of tile-Te- slucieRiTi;;;;7'sFet7rre's. ortZrr77cle;:.fore learning
wt procede in steps =ail enonh o that each s5;uden t can moke some progresi

or achieve sclile success. cou OS ci Sturknt, con See-tilni he too can
that lwa too can make progress,. he is willin9 to work tut the very nature
this *31. Cif Ude ; S veri:thot he mt.n./' lAee this success: often( several tilr.es
evofy hour if poasible. This citle5.. not mean till* work rntryl. be ''wot ered dowr'
o that anyone can succeed with iuxt a wst of he pznci! ." As:signmens must

be ahOrt o that a ..Itudent can check his pF,Isress in short int,ttrvals cind o that
misunderztandings con .17,e d;:sizaltartNi irnrnediateiy, und correcte,!;f before lruti-
trafrrions set in

For thk pupas prograMtned Irsai'eri*Ii in theory aught to be 'Waal since
shidents can check themselves cfter ew,ry problem There ;s c f

I cuit y with programmed material. Since rtiost progrommer.l material relies
h4aviiy on reading skills it Uwo!iy offer;c, nA:) solution ft') the stucivnt whc.1 canr:ot
rood well. There ore zmo exception$. Ctut- ill& other kinds of rnoterie,!s are
available to the student too

Evaluation

Although our principles are not e,spei,tially now or oniqu who is unique
is that we are trying to provide :iitucaions whom, they cao be appieci ono'
are achieving some succezi.sef. because of them. The ek:donts feel that thcrq ore
correcting mistaken ideas and developing a gr....od base on which tr:-..;:oriti,ntit.:
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APiqiNNX A

WORK TO PA'. DONE

A4 1-11; dir,CUg.5';.:10, $7C,t,:,,,rat ditiat 'of
Spvcific, thng M.;,:_d S ciein.; such vs;

1) cir:d iigine L"trigrv:41'.. Thi=. cvty rl-
r4tiirt4Y. oven '.:Tora tho

mt3t.lori,ce tin!y i 5S'udy

/4t b' me,Ithernc,:7,76 .;foil0N ttivi tc'c:Ic.!4411.".
2 ), clicov,5:7:;.unci cr refoi;k1.1

MOTIOU911; d'serc:i f.,*4 rx,,,aP:abk Te:n- t-t,;:fr arithmetic
portion, :1"14;i9d to C4tevelf.:p 1-rf:mirri ;',:17 the at,;:fnza:P.:71:Ify OirrZbV2

) 5 1,;-14.1e,,A419

10çks. W ed rtiiu o cc,: , it vt 0, IL, 1,
Ora r.%;"%gC4`kij ig.,WGI of :CV:0'0101'k tr,:lCtition reqs.;irez

fnOrIN prObLt Mti Wk3C1) een ;rd aitt cr Phe nle Teel;

1r4 orcii:Fr to ex4.unpt-a oli bvancc.: ot. ti.se taci-mok,:jes,
wok rie?"41.d , thavt ru:otv

I OC t re btcth I v.14 c:rA effort ,

cgcs,:,:::tcr,p1:0-ifrit;rit of he ibv 9OQ daparrti lor.i-,,*;y oxient 1/2=qhich

we A;:r.':,et otrarca.me thcf: t-verneridouz prinanhe f:2-f tifnct..

rno14.,s, th1 tiral ova; k.3ble
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1. Add!

A 47
B B 36
7 C 46
9 D
8 E none
7

2. Subtract:

54 I 37
-27 G 27

H 36
28

K none

3 Subtract:

90,080 A 36,614
36504

. C 37.314
D 37, 604
E none.

.

APPPND1X
I.CR117.-1METIC. /3 0 MINUTES

87 ) 59,296 581 RS9
0 680 R38
H 704 R48

601 R 49
K none

Reduc:e 1 24/36 to lowest terms:

l 1/3
3

1 ,3/2
D 2/3

one

Chance .i8 2/3 to an improper
fraction:

F 56/3
G 58/3
H. 46/3
J :39/3.
K none

4.. Multiply: 9,.. Multiply: The answer MU Si: be in
,

, simplest form:.
.

,

509 r
., 27672

7,408 G 207,672 2/3 of 6/7 A 7/9
H 24,432 5 12/21
I 204,572 C 2/7
K none o 4/7

.1; none

5. Divide: (Indicate 11 there is a re-
mainder. Example& 7 3 = 2 RI) 10,, Multiply;

9 )..5,332. , A 578
B 575R7
C 598
D 620R2

none 56
-7-

5 1/2 x 6 x 7/22
F 21,'3
G 1 10/11
H 3/44
J 10 1/2
K none



Lct zimpj,egt

1 1/8
2

none

Divid6r. (Si zia 3.7

1/2 5 1/4

7:1

4 SA, 2 ',/8
3/8

2/3 ).1

2/2
1;;Dne

18- Seleot the rec value tl-:e
13. Add: (1...o be con-c-...cti, the ans.we.r 32thg

must ID-S redure.d.t.-,) lowest
with impropE.r.- fractions .r.:11.anged 302/10, f.:0C.)
to mixed n WTI b't:':1175 ) 3 CL2

G
11/6 ± 3/C A 41/6

B 4/3 j 302
C: 1/3

z./3
none

Ch.a,2: to
/1 6 062 06 1/4)

14. Add: ami. as al.:X.)1/e)
5/'S

1/3 + 1/5 1/4
G 5
H 4/15

1 7/8
1,1 nclie

20, .Charige to a et.)MTI...,:.)n frart: orl In
15., Add: (Same as above) lowest terms:

8 3/4 + 7 7/10
A 16 9/20
B 15 5/7
C 15 9/30
D 18 7/20

T) rie
-3-
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56:3
/

22 tt F1d 1i% t 24

A 111:. PAY

F 2,
G
Ti

K none

L*. 38..4
C 3

,

'LI

3 ,. 27 79 1.

24 Divide

,,216

2 1P127.6 ho

t.--;

Ci

1-1 2

K

of
C.f.! Cla:(5's Ine..1:y

ro in Ca Chitty -
6. ay month 2

A 210
4 B 105

G 3,06 C 52 1/2
H a 4 D I .

E none
K IflOne

25 : Cge, 23% de c im

A ;7 3
73

C V2.3

D 073
110Tle

30, 7 2. ft,

58

F 63
273

TT 252

324
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31,, + = 7, they?. (,?)

A
.....%

i1, 4 E

.B 3 I)

C 3,

I) 4 0.71 :1111111)4.;:r What j.S
A6Mer eVC:11 rwier

11
n 2

G n -
32 The statement, "II certain n.umber f H n I

increased by twice. another number n n + 2
is equ;-21 to 30, " can be mitten K 2n

f 4. 2n = 30
G f 2± 30 37< is the cci_effie...;:;.nt y ji& th(.J
H 2i + n = 30 ion 2 y``
I 2f + = 30
K 27q = 30

33.. (-5) (.-9) (?)

A

13

4

D 14 33, A =, "
E (".0

= (?)
34 = y = rx 1, then x z;

P -2

G -1

H 0

2

K 1
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Level 1 Tat: MOD Farm A
siii;77,7c7;,-)) 1, 28 3

No773lw.1.11. (14:AsitiMicati "An i "' 4, 5,.

Frentions (Equivoisnt Fractiof1s) - 7, 8
if,hiultiplication and Division) 9 10, II,

Fraction: (A.driition and Subtrr.,;ction) 14. 15, 16;
(Conve.:rsions) - 18, 19, :20

Decimals and Subtfact ion) - 2 '?; , 22
D434:','IretOk (MUitipiiVitiOn t3rIci Division - 23, 24
Percslints (Conw3rsio,10 25, 26
fsercents (Fonnulas) - 27, 28
Ratio agld Proportion (Application0 - 2'?,. 30
Solution of Linear Equations - 31
Translation from Vefbal Algeipoic 32: 3:3
Combining Tams 3,3, 35,, 40
SubstitutSon in Algebraic Exprts:iians ar.d Equations 34, 38
Torminolo,gy - 37
Exr.,onents ond Roots - 39

Level II Test: COOP ALGEBRA d f. For A
Tarrnin-oTe;cri-
Combining Terms 3, 5, 10
Tramlation from Vethal to Algebraic Expressions - 2, 6, 19, 30
Solution of LifIZOT Equedions - 1, 13, 23, 38
Subsitution in Alobralc Elpre:i.sions -and Equtlions ik 8, 2-0, 26
Sdution of Literol Equations - 16, 39
Exponents and Roots - 9, 14, 22
Algebraic Multiplication and Division - 15, 21, 25, 28
Averages - 17
Systems of Linear Equations 11, 31
Graphs of Linear Functions - 12, 32
Linear Inequalities and Order 29,, 33, 35.. 40
Footoring and Quadecoic Equos ions - 18, 2, 34, :37
DiViSi091 by loro
Variation - .36

Love! 111 Test: COOP ALGEBRA IL Form A
'operations wilrArgal;;ITEy.iressii;;;7-7,F, 5,, 9; 15, 22
Nvo,ts and Powers of Numbers - 1,. 6, 8,, i 1, 34
Solution of Linear Equotis and inequalitieb - 3, 33, 36.
.Soiutioa of Quodralic Equations and Inequolit;es - -4.
Solution of Systems of Equr-*ioils and - 7, 13, 20, 25
Solution of WON Problems" 10, 30
Properties of Linet-T Funation$ - 12, 17, 28
Properties of Quadratk Fractions 19.. 23, 27, 31, 3L, 40
Factoring - 18
Progressions - 14, 24
Logarithms - 16, 39
Exponentiai Espotiorit and Equations involving Radicals 21, 26
Ccenplex N.tnnbers - 29, 32
Evaluation of a Function - 35 61
Ake toe Vak -

APPCND:X



PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS
bor.F:c1 on the test. result:: with

level Test: MOD Arithme, Ftr,-3 A

e p rc&Tioii Succ es% n-

Row Score Basic Mzthemc, E I eal e 6 cry Al ge ro ter'io ,

0 6% 6%
1 40%

Ala ,
7%

,i7:, ,
f30,,

3 45% 9% 1%

4 47% 10%
21c5 45% 12%

6 51% 13%

8 459%

7 53% 15%
55% 17% 10

9 57% 21% 6%
tit 10 59% 25% 6%U

Lel

7%
12 62% 31% 8%
11 60%.... 28%-

xp.
ra w 13

64% 34% 10%
14 66% 38% 12%
15 67% 41% 14%

16 69% 45% 16%
17 71% 49% 17%

18 51% 19%

19

77355:

53% 21%
20 78% 56% 23%
21 BO% 59% 25%
22 82% 61% 28%

,. 23 84% 62% 31%
24 86% 65% 35%

,25 88% 68%
26 89% 70%

T.-Z

>.- r 27C4 .,,, 90% 72% 44%
?.....< ,..cc'' 28 91% 74% 48%
-(-- ti 29 92% 76% 52%

31 95% 30% 57%
ta.s '....

, ...1 32 96% 82% 61%
: t....

33 97% 83% 63%
34 97% 85% 66%

.

98% n87%35 ig,---
11

36 99% 88% 73%

15 ig 37 99.2% 89% 74%v 99.4% 90% 76%
m zic 39 99.5%

99.6% 9932:t

78%
li 40 79%

13
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APEX B-6

LikS E-P PRC:GRAM
DETML

The statitIcci cizt:"ri thc.ik was nand to cnolyze and ci.sweic,2 the rp:.:39,-;...an is cm fi)e
Blue Mountain Col tog5.:. Iniormation cn d,-.2.4Qils may be

from
Haroki auor
Dparnfn cf 1\ilatheroat3c's
3w cn Cor..irounEty
Penc.!ic r,.."IrtlEic.%-: 978C.11
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DESCRiPtKN OF iNSTRUCTORDS GLUDF
BAS'C MAT hiEM.A1' ;CS (MTH 40)

All in5trucfo.3.35 guide te hos co d ss be
14,J pp ;1:411.0 rtt d is . The. i:c ow ns t' I Tria OF th

Out irt;

2 Copy DiegnoiA 7('

kc -/
(b) Anre,er form

3 Stun Recv\-1 Fov-eci

4. Monday 1,..gfcturDs
(c.) Not eft

Sugg.s:st km.c.

(c) Raferancas

5.. Student Aszignmentg.

6. Study Cointel Key

(0) Cr Keyed tc 5.ody C":nt,t1tio
() Exha kivwal for iadividual

0 p

Appi coil ion
(Being devat.I.Yped)

Topic-Module Toss!,
yp5's of Quiorts

tb) Teed

kc) Kay fc T est

9. Firm Ex=
(o) Copy

(b) Kay

3

inft,K171ction C2htst.ti be Basic Mothematif.;7s allay b ou,rd by
Reeitnid 1... Waite, Dapatrrient of hictic 1u Wc...Int air Cr.or:rnv-ity Coge,

Pentitriton, Oretoon 97&41
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Adcl:

7 A 47
8 n 36
7 C
9 D 48

E none

2. subtract:

ARESQ Di X 4
ti - -
g 1\31.1\YUTLIS

St. Dj.-rie ;

87) 59,296 R 631 1139

G ..360 R35
H 704 R48

681 R 49
K nie

d LICE.% I 24/3.::

A 1 1/3
54 F 37 B 1 2/3

-2'7 G 27,.. C 1 ::, /2
H 36 1) 2

J 28 E none
K none

Change 18 2/3 to an improper
Subtract; fraction:

90,080 A 36,614
53 476 B 36,534

C 37,514
D 37,504
E none

509 P 27,672
xAQ8 G 207,672

H 24,432
I 204,572
K none

F 56/3
G 56/3
H 46/3

K none

9. kii.uittply: The answer Inust
a:.Triplest form:

Divide: (Indicate if there is a re-
mainder. Example, 7 3 = 2R 10

9 Y5,3627 a A 2 578
E. 575 R7
C 598
1) 620 R2
E none

2/3 of 6/7

1/".?. x i x 7/22

A 7/9
E 12/21

:2/7
D 4/7
E none

P 2 1/3
G 1 10/11
H .3/44

10



ApprtN1Dix

11. Divide: The answer must be 15. Subtract: Do not forget the
in simplest form. answer must be

2/3 1/2
8/9
1 1/8
2

none

12. Divide: (Same as above)

3

3/4 - 3/8 F 3/4
G
H 3/8

3/32
n( :ie

17. Subt-act: (Same as above)

1/2 :::. 5 1/4 4 5/6 - 2 7/8 A
F 3/8 B

G 1 1/2 C*

H 2/3 D
J 2/2 E
K none

13. Add: (to be correct, the answer
must be reduced to lowest terms
with improper fractions changed
to mixed numbers.)

1/6 3/6 A 4/6
B 4/3
C 1/3
D 2/3
E none

14. Add: (Same as above)

1/3 + 1/5 F 1/4
G 8/15
H 4/15
J 1 7/8
K none

1 23/24
1 1/6
1/8
3/8
none

18. Select the correct value of the
missing number:

302/10,000 = ?
F .0302
G 00302
H .0032
J .302
K none

19. Change to a deciina:(: r,C3catnph.,
00625 or .06 1/4)

5/8 A 62 1/2
.625

C 5.8
D. 6.25
E none

. Change to a common fraction in
15. Add: (Same as above) lowest terms:

8 3/4 + 7 7/10
A 16 9/20
B 155/
C 15 9/20
D 16 7/20
E none

71

.025 F 1/40
G 1/20
H 2/5
1 1/4
K none
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Distribut or) of .Score

I

° hmcc ':acylostic fe st
.2/th

Item AT,aini.s c.;.icienk Vir....ri<iria Each !tem C..or:.e,,...t!y)

N V:A) T m No. cirv. Cor

23 0
27 1

26 1.

25
24
23 2
22 6

21 7
20 15
19 7
18 10

17 8
16
15 18
14 11

13 7
12 12
11

10 16
9 7
8 9
7 4
6 2
5
4 2
3

0
1 1

1\1I84
Mean ,z15.1

00
Who l.3 Nignber5 1. . .02

1
(Ar.ldRion 8, Subtroction) 2.. ,95

r- .

4. .78Whole Numbers
.07

I
(Multiply & lYvide) 5. .73

.08 6.. .32

.11 Fractions 7. ,, , P..),.., n

. :...lc , L (Elul valent) 8. ...1:,..i
,)

,-,,,.4, 1-ructions V, .45
.27 Wulf iply :3; 1.)vicie)

.37
Fractions .70

.56 (Addition & Subtr:-.;otic0 14. .71

.62 15.

.66 16. .72
.72 Decimals I 171..
.77 (Con.err,iont,) 10. .41
.86 19. .r10
.90 20, .40
.95 Dr.:draws 21. .,9
.97
.98
.98
.99
.99 (Conversion),,,a.,,-..1,***W.,..,4,,, 4 Vt,/,403,W ,TI,SR.V..M./......14.1411WI.,,,,....0.41,1.1,7,401 ar-X.,T11,4,WC, ,, .....1..........,e,

Ad on 8 cobt-action) ,1 /1
....-. (.. ress,,,,, '' 2 -...- '' -1...... ' -......5 ...... 144 yr

6 1' 4 /1 I. , .. t /. ,,.
Decimals 23. .67
(Mull-ii-.).1z ,f3, Divide) 24. .52

-, ,ux,.......nar,r,us.a.c...v. ..v...........-......-...-.....z,*- r.

cM S . n -:? M
,,,,1

.91' Percents .- 2?. .40
1.00 (Formul 0 04 ,.

§.. rt. .40 .



Mtk 40 TOp ic-Modue Test E (fora a)

Name

Class Period

1. Add: Write Insers in simplest form,

(a) 2/3 + 2/3 (b) 4/9 + 8/9

26, Addt Write answers in simpl6st form,

(a) 1/2 + 1/3 (b) 2/9 5/12

3 Add Writs answer in simplest form.

4:1/2 1 1/8

4. Add. Write answer in simplest fol=m,

3/5 4- 5 2/3

5. Subtract: Write answers in simplest form.

(a) 4/5 - 1/5 (b) 11/12 - 34

6. Subtract : Write answers in simplest form.

(a) 2 3/5
1 2/5

(b) 6 4/5
1.P

7. Subtract: Write answers in simplest form,

(e,) 7 2/10
2 3/10

8. Simplify:

(b) 8 1/3

3/h 20
1/2

A P P N i X (-~5

9. A table top is 9/16" thick. The legs on this table are 29 3/e4
high, What is the distance from the floor to the top of this
table?

lO A board 1 3/4 feet long Was sawed of of a 61/2 foe; boprd.
How long was the piece of board left? .

tti



rte Iv,. ea na.u.a...°,.Knews,

. .

.40 C: d I 0:1.1. 5

a3 5 .P :Z."` 6.
. .

I, Adrh Write we In aimpj.E4et fcm-

(a) ./8 q, /6 (Id 3/12 5/12

Addt Wr1t8 ayvawr,

(&) 3/4 4' 5/16

AM.?: Writo.answor in 154Dsr,,,

5/3

4. Add: Write ansli,vr in simp; ;

8 1/8 vcs

5. labtract: Writo answovn in for7,r;1,..

2/3 - 1/3 (b) 9/12

6 Subtraott WrIl;te. 3,r,q-ra

r

2 14,

Subtract: Write answrql in 5ilapt ; form,

(a; 2 3/8
1 ?/A.

Simplify;
2/3 - 1/9

1 c/:to

9 Takiag a trip from. Pittsbuvg to Chic:ago, 7m. pa,s.2
and Toledo. It takes 2 2/3 hovm; from P3tW:1 to CIE:1;o-
1and, 2 1/6 hours from. Clevlad to Toledo, an 4 U2
frma Toledo to Ghic;ago, 4bt totca d7c!c-Jlr, ti;21z!?

10. 73 1/8 pounds of potatoes a.tn1 f:vom. a 100 poLmd
How many Dounthi are 3,,c,ft? IJ



40 Topic-Module Is E (form c)

Date Name

1. Add: Write am..74ers in r5imp1est form.

1/10 2V10

2. Add: WritAl answers in simpleet

3. Add: Writti anewer in simtplest fom,.

3 1/2 +

4. Add: Write answer in .5f.mplest form.

2 7/16 + 1 1/2

Section

.5. Subtract: Write answers in simplest form.

(a) 5/3 - 3/8

)/s

(b) 9/10 3/4

6. Subtract: . Write answrft in simplest fonn.

(a) 2 7/8 (b)

7. Subtract: Write anawrs in simplest Alm,.

2

8. Simplify: 3/7 3/5

2/3 - 1/8

f.b) 2 1/14.

.11

9e On a pack trip to the WalIoms) Carl walked 5 /12 o the distce
first day 3/8 of the distance the second day'. Hvwmach of 1-,1-9

is left?

10. Three Steeway chickens weigh 3 1/2 pounds) 2 3/4 pounds, and 3 1/4
pounds. How much should the aat chicken. wed,q,h to have 12 pounds of
chicken?



DAte

Mir F Vc2rni o.)

Class Pio3

Write the following in ewpanded ar...,tat.:in using a;.:ponantsfr

(a) 146,05 (b) 0.3476 (c)- 1561077

2. Write in sAandard acientifict notatitm..

3a

4.

(a) (b) .0217

'Name the following as common fract.ions In simplest form.

(a) (%6 (b) 0.164 (c) 3$7

Name each of the following by decimal f;,.,act;ione (correct to
the nearest hulldrdth for n0).

(a) 5/8 (b) 7/25 (c) 2/3

5. Adds
4.609 3.17 4- /4.06

6c Subtract:
27.06 - 12.367

7. Mardply:
1.11.. 86
2 93

8. Divide:. Find quotient to nearoat hundredth..

6

9. .Divide: Find quotient to nearest thousandth.

a.867:30112-

10. Driving to school, Bob puts 7.3 miles on hi s odometer. Ho.:

many miles will Bob.accumulato driving a five-day week traveling
to and from ncLool?

-



1'; 11-C C f'ACrd0 e 1-7 (fclrin b.)

Class Per,od

1, Write tIle rott Lr, F-Jx;Jonents.

146,8792

2 rit6 cicentific notatfcon,

(a)

Add:;

(1,) .0349

3,06:17

thn cliommon f:i,act!i,oro.1 in alT;p11. form,.

0,11'2,) (1' ,1404.t.,

of the following by declizal (correct
zv)ar.G.nt h4;ndre.,ath for ),

aubtral

7. Multiply:

(b)

3.004 + 97.6

397J.1 - 9.L89

. = ?

..aL27

1,1E)

Divid: Find quotient to 11,,,arat.-Jt hundrodth,

9.7:6.73,

'o)

Dividal Find quotient to naarclat. thoueaudth,,

4,6757M-

10. If it c,o.st.9 ;;g.025 per hoc to :y26;:,'ate an oloct:f7i fan,
how mui311 will it ooat to run it all day?

78
20



tYq11 40 - Topic-Modu;e Test F (form c)

Date Name

Section

1. Write the following in expanded notation using exponents.

(a) 716.829 (b) 71.3046

2. Write i n s kyaid:d scientific notation.

(a) 68s000 (b) .00293

(0) 0.1214

3. Name the following as common fractions in simplest form.

(a) 0.3 (b) 0.117 (c) 18.17

4. Name each of the following by decimal fractions (correct to the
nearest hundredth for "c").

(a) 3/4

5. Add:

6. Subtract:

7. XilltiArt

(h) 18/125

284.09 4'36.104 4'0014678

71.639 - 3.9429

86.84

(e) 5/11

8. Divide: Find quotient to nearest hundredth.

3.947.W

9. Divide: Find quotient to nearest thousandth.

9.3275.17096

10. A ball point pea that sells for $..19 eaa be purchased for $ 1.49
per dozert9 How much do you save jszma if you buy a dozen?

.79



WITH 40 APPENDS C-...-
FINAL EXAMINATION

, I.
DIRECTiONcz Reed each gun:I-ion. Decide which of the answers given beloy,,its correct,

Record youranswers on the answer sheei-. i

I. The stondard numeral for 6 :- 107 is I

'0,000,000. \
11,

b. 6, OW :WO , L. 600,000,

2. The place yoke of the digii ) in ;:211,678, )53 is

a. 108 c, 109

7
b. d. /06

3. The value of the digit 7 in 3,765,109 is

7 x 106 c. 7

b. 7x105 d, 70,000

4 A standard numeral for 7,000 + 30 6 is

a. 736

b 7,036

5. The numeral for ten billion

a. 10,000

C 70,036

cL

a. 10000,00C.I,000

b. 10,000;000 d 10,000

6. 2 means

'2 x 5 C. 2 x 2 x2 x 2

b. 2x2x2x2x2 d. 2

7. in 37 the 3 is called

o. on exponent
the base

In? the exponent is

a 5

b. 3

o. a power
d. a factor

53c.

125
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I

SCOrte C

98
96
95
93
92 6

91 5

90 1

89 7

B8 6

87 8

86 2

85 4
84 7

83 5

82 2

81 8

80 1

79 4

78 1

77 3

76 3

75 6

A. PPEN DI X C-3.

Basic Math Final Exam
(Fail, 1970)

1.)i:Lbt.ir;or, of Scores

M% core N

.01
,01
.02
.03
.07
.11
.11

16

.21

.26

.28

.31
.36
.39
.41
.46
.47
.50
.51
.53
,55
.59

IRRISSO.I7star.a.....auStosesmorm..estanwrwawymivrersa,

74 2 .6i
73 5

72 1 65

71 7

70 2

69 5

68 2

67 3

66 2

65 3

64 4

62 7

61 1

58 2 .92

57 it

56 2

55 1

54 1

53 2 .97
r 1 98

51 1
.99

50 1 99

49

.71
75

. 76

. 79

. 80

.82

..85

. 91

.93

95
2e6

N 140

Mad i an = 79

-33-

82



AFPENDfX

8c is Moth Final Exam
(Foil; 1970)

Itsra AM.? y si $ T..T1cent of Students workiu enolt item t-7;trirractii)

Item No. c Corract T---"Tem No. oiTeci. my, °A.Conrect
++.Aiss.. <IINV,II.WroomPO VinOr.

1 .90 34 .42

2 .71 35 .37

3 .76 36 .91

4 .92 37 .64

5 .92 38 .90

6 .91 39 .57

7 .76 40 .91

8 .80 41 .81

9 .92 42 .79

10 .86 43 .80

11 .82 44 .54

12 ..98 45 .94.

13 39 46 .69

14 .89 47 .89

15 .99 48 .54

16 .99 49 .91

17 .88 50 .21

18 .98 51 .87

19 .89 52 .93
c

./..y 53 .79

21 .94 54 9.2
22 .98 55 .8 0

23 .60 56 .76

2 4 ,77 57 .76

25 .84 58 .70

26 .73 59 .84

27 .48 60 .78

28 .36 61 ..S4

29 .71 62 ..71

30 .73 63 .88

31 .85 64 .82

32 .54 65 .66

33 .94 66 .39

83

67 .95
.90

i

68

71 .81

.36

.88

i 72 .50
73 .57

74 .85
75 .ii
76 :64
77 .74

78 .98
79 68

I 80 93

81 .90

82 .74

83 .8
94 .57
85 .93

8 ti .89
3.&

88 .39

59
.34
97

90

1

91 .79
92 .4c

g 93 .67
94 .68
95 .94

96 .57
97 ,71

98 .55

/- ...,...

99 :58 I
,

0 7 1

100
:i

N ,,, 340
1.......-.....................,
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BLUE MOUNT AiN CO P-AMLIN IT Y COLLEGE
DEPART MF NT OF MAT HE P,AlkI CS

MTH O Si ..JDENT SURVEY
FALL I 970

y-J Uk MOndat

64 Vary intich
.4 right
-Tr QF httlo votu,,,1

Oh co-niftier:Is

Did you like tho weekly

97
Ail right
S'nfauld have done s.omethins eke
rnher ccmrivant5

1--
Is?

to

3.. Did you get ireiividual of small group rp
(if needed)?

4.

87 Whenever ne:eded
S..omet imes

7 Net eavanfjh
2 V Other comments

Did yoia have any trouble getting wcsekly
togil in the Math Study Center?

112 Smeone available oU the ime
Sometimes no one avai lei7Ae

-7- Never szyneone available
-7- Other commeni's

5. What ciTJ you think of the ,..;honc.a
repeat tests?

107 C.7c-,,,A idea

rirkt
2: have done tomething

Other comment!,

6. Did. repeating tests help you learn?

69 Very much
28 All right

Of little volt*
15 Other comments

APPENX

7. tYid y 5i3 any MUteri3i;
Study Center (ale z thc,f, tests)?

U-W.d 111C/1y

Ud W-Prrleo

Used none
Other comments

a. Did yo l.: work pleims. the

9 All the time
Sometimes
Nevec

--S.- Other comme.nts,

Did you wou the p:c.blems or th,
additional le.,:m,r,7

36

9...--

All the time
Somll.tirnes
Never
Other carment

Did you ottond Monday ler...tures?

95 AU hm
729 7-1C of them

3-6 of them
ir than 3

Did you think this cour.;* was a good
way to learn Mathematics?

1C8 Very good way
AU -in
Should hove dore sornethina de
Other comments

A ..sth-nrnary of the "other comments" is on the following page.
Rd



APPL.%%'-iDiX t:^(9

CtitANA)

Student Comments
Bosic Malkemotics

Fall; V170

th?n,k I coiild ha:19 learrted tM tyitRh eery Oft*,1' Vinf

in Math aithauoh i didn't p it `kililMed

Tha'stivelohilifiy and holp fi teacher( wa.4.; gsr,aS.

rzat ASIt where you euid itripro..Ae on111-411.

This rra$ claws was different front any I have ba.l.tin it!, mem
Ousierrts. Some rtodent5 wanted to pass the tftsi lhoy cc:LA.1 p.m ci rif c*

of the tAitir-tk. You did ec lob, ?earned a ic4-: Y1/4-:v crg:,

hazi neva7 men .inifore.

This is the ixaFi idea for math have ewhe feen.

Bee ccyarzn. in ma* have over had.

w planned, well preszAnted, iearnod a le.

No wacknets good %cosy ta teach, Flive studunt fak chanco, 441esy v, feam

Monday !,Oettire Wpful, te0. each week ,cad !ear:rang.,

Ali Etiblech. klvem vsvared and ez,4,1 them but dni df.to.'t exteisvIlargl

Cion cfm; loft up to tile intiividual which vms OCCotio tkonct cv

Wilf:lef*d Wayr 4i1C+Old have pint mar e. nrne c,icz ivardw

Lettalifo and wi4ekly Mat, 13,:a0 way to learn, .1,4trtr.A Ntplp r5.4,i,pzi.r.nrtF]:..

Entoyed the cifass, coufdnet hwie been any lAi-teir.

Course of trgat help (I have been rArt of school '10 yw

believe this progown, as is, covers the course campietty.

A now exsd ixotivr way of teoching
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APPENDIX

DESCitiPTiOl\I OF Ct2PLASE

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA (t,41.1 4)

Them one favt. maior ty.,--dic-rnt:iduies to erra course. Tivey anz

Scitt-, ',,/sr.W.6les, and Sen?,,::nces
RLIii:->nal Numbers., and Peal

Fractional Exprot-,.:ons and Polymamiols
Salving Sentences

The fi pecific (r;:-o iconlirs is (if.. ::ct th tsi.v.;,nti;;c.

A., Sets, Vaviobl,ts, and Sentences

1. Sets and Whale Numbers
Nurresn'slx, and Bina Cy G 7e5 at ions

o. Nthncral Expressions and Order of Openi5tions
4. Voricble. and
5,. Intraductic-pn try Equations
6. Properties of Whole Nbnrm Part One
7. properties of Whole tum\lumber.:,4 Pon. Two
B. Whole Nutraaars Used as Expori.ents

. IrOoperti, Rational NJrnbers, and Real Numberf

1., Thy Set of intege.rs
2. Addition and Subtraction of inrecyli

Mtaltiplicatim and Division of irecoars
4. Simplifying Numeral Expressions Containing inlogers
5.. Simplifying Varithle Expriissions
6,, 1$e Fractional Form and Meaning of Radars/
7, The Set of Real Numbers--

3.

C. Fractional Expressions and Poiyawlialc

1. Basic propertits of Fractional Exprestkions
2. Multiplication, and Division of Fractionol EN:Tin:gams
3. Addition and Subtraclian of Fractional Expreziorm

Multip/icsgion Alvbraic Exonessions
5. Factoring Algebraic. Expo, ss'ions
6, Operations with Fractional Exprgis.sions

D. Solvimlent*nces

Solving Equations - First Degree and Quadratic
Solving Eqvations - Fractional and Abwiute Value

3, Problem Solving

-37-
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APPENNX D-2

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE
ELEMENTARY ALGEPA (MTH 41

A htstruclreq's guide to the Elementarf Algebra tome has been develop.t:d lict?n,9

supplemented as *e coureb is tauqtt. The following outline describes the C,CtrIk?i'l of the
&Me:

tot

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Introduction

Schedules

Weekly Report Fon-ns

Key to Stu W Center `Mte;icals

Sugaestions oF Ciassroom

Errata SI--eet

7 Student Race d Fans

8. Topic-Unit RecErect Shews

9. Topic-Unit `Tes
(a) Copies
(b) Key

10. Applications

11, Topic-Module Tests old Fimis
(a) Copies
(;.7) Answer Sheets for

(a) Key

Additional infonTotion about the Elementory Alskubne 1:-.ourze

Ronald L. Waite
Deportmant of Mathematics
Mee Mountain Community Co liege
Pendleton., Oregon 97801

87

:nay abtc;iine:c..!

Edward Wrife'ht
Depot-liner:: C 5

Linri'Sente..In 1,:ceimiurOjy
A;boriy,. Ore :liar 97:321
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MOUNTMN n,-)mhAurArrY coLLEGE
Er PART ME NT OF NAT HEMATif.S

TO Elronemtcry Algebra Students

The purpose of this J1TSk is to help you undersrtond basic; principles of ol2obra ctld
to teeth you hov%' to apply these principles to t...olving prebtem that ar.? or :rcr"
pftSibia to salve by arithmetic.

The comes ,?.. will be presented in a way that is different frsgn what you Ora accustomed to
finding in a conventional course. The audio-tutorial methool o studying mathematics
will be ugd as follows:

!A13 For two hours per week.. on the overage, you go to the Library with your
h.c.,ek pencil, and poper; check out a tape; proceed to a study carrel;
and study a unit. When you feel you have mastered the basic concepts
of the unit, you request a unit test from the Moth Study Center.

CLASS You spend two hours a week in discussion dosses devoted to answerinr.:j student
qua ions and solving problems introduck by teacher-mode workbhoets.

OTHER Your teacher will be available in your classroom on Fridays for small group
recitations and in his office during office hours for individual assistance,
In addition the Math Study Center 1.7,erso.nnel are avallablo at an hours,

tochnique$ wee chosen for the f.r..silawinct reasonsg

Since the lecture and other explanations are. put an audio tape and the c:.holk-,
board illustrations, are put in the text, you have a permanent record of the
material ri.7.9,erally presented h.t. clan,

You may go through the lecture at your own. rate end any pad of the lecture
may be reviewed c39i often as desirad by rirror.11y re,:versino tha top?.!.. lay ;r and
turning bock in the text.

3. Since the lecture and most of the qt.4zmos, hove been removed from the ciossroom,
clast, time may ire wed to review key concepts and to dravt;:lop your ability.to
read and understand mathernaticoi statarnents and your ability to translate into
mathematicol languas-ie Y.taternerrts and pm-Liems expressed in ordinary

There is ample opportunity for each of you 1,o meet with your teacher far in-
dividual instruction,.

Wheel you he2v1,. finished this course, you ;6ould be acquainted with the methccit, of
algebra and how it relates to arithmetic.. You :h 10 be fr,milicr with /he therorv,t.

use, and handling of zirctple equations.
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Department of Mothernati
Blue Mountain Community Co liege SCHEDULE.

APPENDIX D' -3

Man 45 Elementary Algebra
mnfer 1974

Your (-LASS will be held on tylr..ind-.1y and Wednesday in your cm7;?ned classroom.
Your LAB o.isignments, an out below, The Math St(.4..ly Center is where you toke /our
unit quirtes and turn in your suppiemantar;1 prob/ernstworksheets, and weekly reports. The

.iviid-terra teats win 1 t....z1,ministered in the doss:3-o= on the 444:ated (kyr,.

januPri 4-,Jvaa..t.ory 8

January 11-Januory 15

:January 18-..ficxnuary 22

.January.

Fitrzwu*.ry 1-februafy

February ril-Etbruary

Febmwy 15-FebriJary 19

February ri-fobruary 26

Mara 1-March 5

March 8-Mmych 12

hiketh 15-March 18

W eek OrKv

Twof.)

Threu

Week Four

Week Fiv*

Week SiX.

V404,31( &even

Pre-te5t, Unit 1, tinit 2

Unit 3, Unit 4, Unit 5

Unit 6, i.,)nit 7, Unit 8
(Worksheet A is .e;ve on Friday)

Unit 9, Unit 10
(Mid-lenn A (units 1-8) on Monda)

Unit 1 o Unit ?a, Unit
041C-ii&I;',i-Dt 8 is due on Fridov)

Unit 14. Unit IS

Unit 16, Unit 17
(Midterm E (units 9-15) on Monda.?;)

Week Ei!g} unit IF!, Unit 20
(Worksheet Cis due on Fricioy)

Week Nine Unit 21, Unit 22
(Mid-term C (units 16-18, 20-22)
an Wednesday)

Week. Tga:n Unit 23, Unit 24
CvVorkenor D f...44-e Friday)

F.irialVAsek Pc4t-Ta.st

6Ve educate ourailves"is a time-.worn but Sr=u stotement. materials,
and other peopia, oil can help us; hit we must do the studying. Why did you learn lo
wriiv your name correctly? Secouso you wonted to.. With tbi..s on improv..e.

your basic skiff in Math if you wont to Tho deoree of ifc.:,:cms,.." you hove will be direly
reiatod iv the deoree of OfFot you put into your 6.aier.. the text ond related nnotcelaIs
mull your teacher can help you; but you relw;t
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MTH 45 FIEMENTARY ALGEBRA
TOP+C.:-UNIT TEST A5

= 20 14 k
n. A IV so quaion.

A true equation.
c. cpon equation.
d. Is not an (+auction.

2. 8=2±5is
6.i. A False equwion.
b. A true ec.v.:at7on.
c. An open equotiOn.
d. Is no an equation.

3. x = I is
a. A false equati t;rt
b. A true equatif.-.)n.
c. An open equation.
ci. Is not an equation.

4. Y = 8 4- 0 is
a. A false equation.
b. A true equation.
c. An open equation.
d. Is not an equation.

5. =4 is
a,. A ila;.quation.
b. A true equation.
c. An open equotion.
d. k not an equation.

6.. 46)=-(4 (y) 2
a. A Raise equation.
b. A true equation.
c. An open equation.

Is not an equation.

7. cs 0 - 0 is.
. A fake equation.

b. A true equation.
c. An open equation.
d. Is not an equation.

8. (3) (x) (3) (.4
a. A fair equation
b. A true equation.
a. An open equation.
ci. Is not on equation. 90
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Pk....irk: A. if firs or.i,udian Mork F..3. if etiiscti.rm R.:,1 C the,

given l$

0 1 + 3 = 5; n

, 3 Ax= 8
IRa `-!

12. = 4- 3
13,

Mcirk I" IT 3 ig a toot ail' iii":` oiycn evaian.

14
15.

17.

19
20.

(2) () 30.
5

(2) (g) - 10 = 0
( <) (x) 25
(5) (-0) ' 0
(.5) (di "17 0
7.-}t 10 -7,-

Mcak. F if it it rad. a ectucrtiort.

Pick tile 1,olutian eicich of f:oliowins ?mcw.Gtiorgfrom arwly, the gi'vtsn

71. 3 x =45

22.

a '4'151
nurnberi

c. natural m.9-rdban-q)
do 053
le. Nona of theg3

a.
64 natural nunitat-zri5

whole rmnbe:fr.4
d 0

Na,erz of thew

23. 4-a 10.

ado it't

h0 it 2
c /natural numb2tell

tO3
No no of them

24 Y.Y 16
n.

c. (natural rn
d. whola nurnixor%

Mono of the.,....e

/ equaMons which leg-4E432a 4,7..h of stoternerg'$ by
Ifiegive A. - subs4.itution acicrition d,

Specify the fand'wrneei.tck3 proper-1r';
marking Ova appraprioto !otter.
multipiicaaan - E. 91



25. if 2x = 6, !ben 6 = 2x
26. 10 = 10
27 f k = 45. Olen 3k = 3.4
28. = 0, then t + 5 = 0 4- 5
29 . if t 3$:4 then 3t + 4 may be wrItn.rt 4
30 cind y = a; then y

srunENT I coma
NUMBER I OXLi

.

.1g1

cr$

ta r'.5

00§ tlObtOgJ 3 0

1 1

1

t 1 I i 1 1 t 1 t 1

2 2 Wlit 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

: 3 3 3 r 3 11 33 t 3 3

4 4 4 .4 k4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

S 5agS535E5
8 6 6 8 S 6 4 II 8 3 3

7

0

7

5

7 117 7

i

. 5 8 t 3

i3

6

7 7

3 3

7

3

3'

5 3

3 3 5 3 3 3 3 S h' Fs

!

o
6 M CI Ca P 0 0 r-.1 a CZ C4 CZ 5'4 a g."4 6z, in -1 ra 2 o Ct a co, ci
4:1:..1t..3UOZ)C.)E3UUQUUCJUUQUOUt,:ki4j LlUot....)

I Am al I'M ra m en o I..4 (P. $11 A IM ff., OA M al al ali, &Q t.4 tn. 51:4 A lti y.', -t:,

2 w g4 a: 04 e4 ei; et Kt A 04 64 .4 4 50 o.4 W. g4 4 dt 4 4 Aq :AI al rs: .:14 ',1,4

3 et (.4 vi ct m PI v.) oft m el vt el ol ol NE.; v *.P NI, N'i nV vr ,q, NI' '44° 4ri

[i.:ko vft c3, el E) w4 rl egl, ,,p 4.-e o ?,- 0 0 .it, eq ri ,T !.(itt..) r, w cirt o

LX nuLTaPtE CHM.' KOSNER CARD
W.t1.2 01 M.741 N M 'A f4 W D4 M N A4 ;A A FA W 3.4 M g! IA ts.1 t-e. A

.._... . ._ ...

E 0 i* Ma' gi as igi TZ fla W al 111 -44 Pi 42 0., 51 A VA 0 .?:i,.; 4 0 54; g 4'..4:i e..4;

...4

r,g /4 PI sit7 iti 141 l', Q 'X.4 0 zi-i iA ,i,.; ,,* u* ,C4 i7, ,T,e co, '...., c-4; 1,4 Cr! ';',' 1-"4
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UNIT NINE

AP P7:':NDIX D-5

:T R) SHEET

Mth

Score__

?rob lttm Nunber Freaces to Review

In X.II 3 7 27 21, 23

93

2.3

4

8

27

5

10-12

29-32

38-41

17



iyit:-1 45 Student Survifiy

At the inginning of the
how wU old you Ik raw hematics
os oF.ortr.nred with other c.coclemic
gubjects such os Erglih chemidrry
and histary'''

How well do you 'A° mathernatie.1,
nOW as mitfapored with other academie.:
subj*cts aich cs Engfi41,
grld toy? ,

At the 1.-.,eejnning Ot rF elucrter how
rnuoh four did you have oc rriathc
mat ols ;,...critpared with othe r aca-
demic subjects r-.11 os EnIth,
chetn10-ry and history , .

4. How much fear do you r.c.-r,v bave of
mAthemeitc*-aimoomd with other
aoadwilic itubjech. such as Eng1ish
chentWly and hlory? .

5 A. Ad the* prir*tint time how wii lint)
are you to taki..) argpther o-ourse in
roothernar:cts, taught convention-

---allyi--al-cornpared -with other octr-- .
At the pr,intrit ti,raa how willing
are you to cr/..,o anciher course irt
rnclit.b4§rireeic uh wh the oi.viios;_'

cIth,er

.

7 At the prevent time how much
comxgrri bcv rCid04 affect yeu.r
attitwie twzrgi taking molheilitstics
ciz17.43wtt.pfar4d with ether ocodetriic
0014M2? m 00

much
less

muci-

WiTle more more

23% 37% 17%

7 17 4 ft 23 13

13 10 30 37

27 13 . 29 27 4

27 14 10 27 -22'

13

6 '"" 27 30 20
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t could repacia-
tac.1/45d afterc oi. PreCOr"
Vlfy by puejltot?

Th0.3 Lobaratxy
s)re ss Opari for many !lours f.ky

f; could o cer

vwn crsnc <

7

A HE. N DIX D-6

largz-: tmaii .fri a II it..2c.....;,.::

1)0

bene-
flcialrrtn::,10,17.ti mentui f;c i o

-afF4.>,ci effectoffge ,5:ff$:::.t _e_Ff.2,!:_ci.
....................,--

0

"17 40

0 23 74

mtich much
more more...... -- ..............

Rots hscw intarect;n9 the
tqxtel lam* tarKied to be, :n
comparivYa with 0ondard clam-
Ivan ma0.-istrict icg Drtrjtor 53 7 0

very
irrOotvfngint uleasant oteosont

1 L. Rate tha pleas:trimass cf tho
Yoicez cna hf A-T leapod 40 6 24 0

12 How fcst w th6 5apod voic6s
icx. you? NI,ea oe, 46

much . ...

too k)o iu.. too too
slaw .114;fw riahl- fast tau,. .34 -_.......

14 67 9

A ,s.,..,nrary a ti-et rientiml corntrionil is on the fonoveing page.
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APPENDiX D-6

Student Comments
Elementary Alebbra

Fall, W70

GM* Coor=s ° Only woy to learn Algebra Howe-vvr 1 ;.'hink we had to go to fw,3 through
Iran' units.

1 learned mom thon i thouiirt i could when t began.

The material was well pregotite,d, but not enough time on wcme prob!erns,

Why don't we have a programmed course for intermediata Algekro th8 were very goor,,'..

Good course, 1 enioyed it besides learning o much.

hove listened to the topes that were not assigned cnd why did& l. we do ,...?,..?acIrciVic;
equations, they are fun.

I can do the problems of solving aquatiom© but still hisv+6 some trouble smti ;mg up the Y.V ord
problems.

This hos been the first good class in mathematics, now 1 wont to on and i.ake another
eCSUM.

The factoring section oarned very easy to undentand and I now '4;1411,rue ti)W 1 will bz
abie to handle froctions.

The word problems that are used for the exm-nples, are very but you he!pc.;:.4 the most
with the clads dixtussions.

The bett way t o t each the idel.7 of sets and operationt thot 1 hav gc-cart;, i cqdn't uv,Liegzhn-:1;
the !deo Wore but now it is quite clear.

1 didn't undqrstand the pmpetties 3grtil y0%.3 eXpICA51631 thaFri (.21 /ha icg-r,:q.

very so od and new 1 know them even if the,/ hove too mucP,-; imp,ur,nce L nie.3 now.

Very *pad way to tearbh exponents, they 04,142ii1Z6 them v: ay well -5n.tho

Fraeksns be fun, at least after playing tha tope thme oon nitiF1

The fire thee 1 was (Ale to underftnd why we can .do things with ,:ipa,7e.11 :its.

of the .910AGIOS certainly help.

Now I can see a use for wore problems.
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APPENDIX

DESCRIFTION COURSE CONTENT

INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA (Mt 95)

There are six nealor to :modules in the cos.5ro. They are

A. Roal Number System
B. Linear Equations and inequalities
C, Polynomials
D. Fractional Expressions
E. Exponents, Roots, and Radicals
F. Quadratic Equations

The specific content (topic-units) is described in this appendix

A. Real Number S stem
..11111=1410

1, Real Number Subsets
2. Union, Intersection, and Subset Concepts
3. Inequalities
4. Set Builder Notation
5. Field Axioms for Real Numbers
6. Absolute Value
7. Order of operations

B. Line.,.....21suations and l qualities

1. Solving Linear Equations
2. Literal Equations and Identities
3. Solving Linear inequalitiesmd G;aphing the Solution Set
4. Solving. Equaticris a the Fonn I ox b ,=

5. Saving, inequalities of FOAMS to ex b < e and
Graphing this Solution Set

6. GrFsphing Linear Equations and Linear Equations With Absoluie
Values by Platting Points
Salving Systems of Linear Equations. with Two Unknowns

B. Solving Systems of Linear Equations with Illgrae Unknowns
9. Grohing Inequalities and Systems of Inaqualitilas in Two Unknottinc

C. Pal rs,m15.:11

1. Adding and Subtracting Polynomials; EliraInoing P,wen*llesl's
2. Evaluating Polyvvomiolp Products of Pol./rem/lick.
3. Factoring Polynomials
4. Advanced. Factoring of Peirgvnials
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S:mpSifyirva Frvci-or:',
2, Syn?hlit if: Divig.-:.4.-

Addig ctilt1 rr..2.,:..iinp C.2:7octl-t-,,-K31 iE:(pritmlccincl

4 Mult-4:;11...q14:J.-1c.nws Divil.iwl of FrocEortal "6.iareuicAri

-'22,E),-Deratz ikodt C:Cil

1. The Wou9 -of f.:_xponet-it7o1 Nota:lier..; Simplifying
The Re I ctii-i .twen Rc:,d i co Qrs.:! 7,::::t2rit (31, lqc.tai.ioci

2. Simplifying Rodicat Epio

1. Sol,,6ng Quad:In-He EQuotiotls by Faer.wing
2. So!ving, Ciucicirut-ic f:erlfg by CoMpleting the .;,31.1c.a-4
3.. Solving Quadratic Ec.lt..;ation..3 by tha Quadratic Fefirtuta
4. $01ving Eqxtions Ccillagrarig Rodicais ord Equaric.,ns'in Quodrotic Fam
.5. SObeing QuadiY.StiC omd Groph'irs;,1 Their Solution Se-1
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APPFND.X E-2

DESCIFTiON OF it,ISTRUCTOR'S GUIDE
II\ITERMEDIATE. ALGEBRA,. (MTH 95

An inztructo,r's guide to tilt:, intermediaN Algab,rcs courve has bven deviaoud 'mid is
being supplemented 05 tfk.1 ,;:our FA is tc.wgi,t The following outline de:Dcribi..,:, content
of tile guldta:

1. Explaw-stion of procedures
C04.irse

3, Time Schell:ile
Somp le Student 'nformation She

5. Suggested Problem Assiarlm:::1,1 .SJ:edules
6, Muster; for Topic -Unix 'resTr,
7. Sarnples of Tot:4c -Module: Te.,e. I

8. Samples of topic-h4or...lule. Test
9. Samples of Tcti..;3c,.-Modirle Test W

10. Sample Final Exarr
11. C...°=rtten.t city- or Each Topic-Unit

Additional inkwmation about the. Irtermediote Algebra, couroe. may Eyn obtaked by writing
Mickey McClendon; Department of Mol'elernalicg,, Blue Mountoin Communl)y
Pendleton, Oregon 97801
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APPENDIX E -3

REFERRAL FORMS
MTH 95

MN 95

NAME
(-4

IMe, le. On ,p DATE
r"--7

r? , I "" I

SEMON g)ir-rx- el Ctc 4 45a /VI fl

QUIZ RESULTS,'

ASSIGNMENT:
NO 0 SS ic7 16)

e ck ej oug6 work mogte
e /ei

DATE Di

DATE COMPLETED

-

af %II M1.21 OW a! I. ve,. Pee CI3 OTT 1.1 KW Ian 4, us vle ec ono t_v eN. 41.3 sAs 1

MT 95

SECT ION HST R UCT OR A,
4

4 ")

QUIZ RESU TS: Re 31 ke, s A.

ASSIGNMENT DATE DUE . ,..,

as,

DATE C. 0 AfT LET E D

ferenee vp61/

Complie 'fr. he ,r y34,11, ex el vies Yt,

fl

ede pie Pe .pea 41;. Ytelif
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Moth 95
Topic-Unit Tw.,.k F2, Form A

TOPIC -UN 11:: ES1 S
MTH 95

NA ME

Wethe itifollOw,a quadratic equation by compl6tlng the filtirJra:

r.,

Math 95
Topic-Unit Tvxr F2, Form S NAME

Solve the, follaAng equationg by cmnpletino ffie quay

Mt h 95
Topic-Unit F2, Form C NAME

APPEND !X E -4

Soive t41h folk-wing quodralc'equation by campletinv the (iat.r.,Ire,,

.1)2 +
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APPENOIX

95 Survey
Fol 1970

We C.3 re &tempting to inforosel.irol from you, the .:4-ocient rep,crding
proczttiurs, or mo.zeriols that beeil tour:e in whinh fou 1:-.een enrol ied
thi:c This is not to be on evoluotion of he rtn.ctcc \ iecd cch cluc.,n Lind its
ons-0,96rs. When you hov:i dr:oil:led which o be-i,± expresses your feelings, place o cross (x.)
or o chtck in the blonk (n front of qle 5.Werrtent or phrma which kgesi dos,cri)es your
reoailon.

1. Aps)ro;,..iniotoly how Many times did you zes your math insMvir:t or for of cOlir,renT...e d :1 rag
rho tem- for n oonff.,,rence on cor maleriol?

Ne,,er
:391 '1-4 times

8 More ihon .4.

2. Do yov
In your

r -

\be .ii e y e t+g ct the pre,4,,,edures currentty used ln your cloi-s encouro9ed yo. ro E-;o
3nstructor Fcx CnOC,tr.Ince more often; lass- *Oen or about the some 55 C, re9uler

19 More often5 Lftn
-43 gime.1 ,1 ti,R1

3. Who; do you think of the sliort quizel?

52 Good ideo
11 Ail right

Shouc hove drwr chin g else

What do yo.; .rninic of the ,774ance to vapeot quizzes'?

57 Gr.t,ed idea
5 AU right
3 Should have done something also

5. Did you hove ony trouble getting help in the ivloth Stud,,,4 Center?

38 Someone dye:Noble ol1 of the i'ime
13 Sometimes no one ovalloble

I Often had 'Trouble oting help
11 1 never needed 111.fip;

6. Did you u ony Motor:cis in 141e Moth Study Center?

12 Used mony
n UsT..9d sryne

1- Lts*,1 none
,swernory of the geiteral comments is on the followinG page%
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APPENDIX E-5

Student Comments
Intermediate Algebra

Fall, 1970

The teacher was good and I was taut more than ever before.

Being able to take the 444.1Z 4S over old to use the material in the study center was a
great help.

Don't change anything about the class. like it.

liked it baCalgtV we v.m.;re able to work together in groups and at the hoard.

If one avails himself to the opportunities there is a :goat chance for oducotionci

What liked most was the concern for the individual

It's not stuffy - its a lot of fun.

appreciated the chance to moke up quizes. You finally do get the cm-Aerial through
the use of repeat quizes.

It's a good way to learn.

Pero alized instructton was the strong point.

It was an informal, easy - going class.

The class was very friendly and sometimes learning math was actually funi

I feel this was the best class in is .h have ever takenc-- I learned more during the; 1f911
than in all 4 years in high school math.

The help I got was really great.

The &tort quizes show readily where more work is needed. Also the instructor encoura.Ted
students to come in for more help.

I like the close. Leave it like it is.

This is the first time math has given one a sense of accompli4lenent.

The study center is a goad place to get assistance.

-54
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95F QUANATIC EQUATIONS

95F 1. Solving Quadca!ic Equations by Factoring

63 Moon and Davis, Unit 23
54 Newmyer and Kenos, Unit 10
44 Ashley and Harvey, Pages 265-269
42 Roigh and Hauck, Pages 444-452, Frames 20-42

Alwin ad Hoakworth, Book 2. Popes 297-314, Vri-..rnez t27

47 Cooley and Mansfield, Volume Les:4cm. 51, Pugs 38i-828
50 Hexer and Hexer, Book 3

95V 2 Solving Quay Iratic Equations by Carnpleiing the Square

53 Moon and Davis, Appendix I

54 Newmyer and Klentos, Unit 10
44 Ashley and Harvey, Chapter 7, Poses 277-282
42 Reigh and Hauck, Pages 434441 and Pages 455-469
41 Alwin and Hackwarth Book 2, Pages 386-436, Frames 490-804
47 Cooley and Mansfield, Volume U Lesson 52, Pages 389-395

The teacher finds the topic, e - solving quadr...itic equation "uy cosrpletg
in ere index and selects the best assignment, e.g. - 54 Newmycr end Klentoi Irt;
student then may proceed with the assignment o his ow pac.:a and ii own convenencle.

The manual oho contains a Test File and (A n ekn.otkn of the pr4:4:ledu.,:::.
handling the Independent Study Program.
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Moth Learning Center 1, (1963)

10. Herriot, Sarah T.,
SMSG Reports No 5 (1967)
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SMSG Reports No. 2 (1966)
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14. Leppke, Don,
information o to laborai ary approach For teachin9 mathematics ro
achievers for junior high and senior high school students at Canby; Minnesota.

5.
"Programmed Instr.tction in Elementary AlTebra",
T l'WO"Yes(2' (%al !Poe tvtat'ne.nntics Journal. Fall, 1970.

16. Liebemon, J.,
Le°..ittown Sturdy iNictterials, Lewitown, N.Y.

17, May,. Kenneth 0,
Programmed Learning and Mathematical Education
George Binto Company, inc. (i9,65).

18. Morgan, William P
"Prediction of success in funk).- col lev.. rtiathernagcs,"
The Pielothemat ics Teacher March 1970.

19. sr tivational Development inc.,
"cucces3 in Mathema;tics" moterials

20. Muskegon Public Schools,
Frontiers of Change (190).

21. Muskegon Public. Schools?
"A study of the improverrioni of rnat'rerirati'cz.: ii-u.tructicwz For the,
educcrtionaliy disodvcmtaged student in the r.,...lhoz,4',? (196)-

22. Nam;
Research in Mathematics Education 0967).

23. O'Connor, Edward F., Jr,
Identifyina the f.-",ffoctive instructor 41970),,

24. Poim Beach County Schools, Palm Beach, Florida,
Pro'vect Matheriatics (196.-5).

25 RosenMocvn, Dr. Paul C., Director,
CAYP (Conr-tr and il!bEalications Mathernat3ce, protect
Proiect conference report .

26. Shoemaker Terry E.,
Cola/Ida (Committee on low achievers in Mathernatics-Denver Area)
1%1WAlRIM.L..VM4,4LIOIOAVCIAMn***OnAliC/4.,....*AIOM,2741nle/041...Ma0.444 .,,a.11MtYiLL7%./PM.SeCLOW.Oft.1,

Materials

27. Shoemaker, Terry C.,
Involvir,Q Low-achievers ;ri Mathematics
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TIle5,1:1 books r.-,.ran Goad exampk:s of hoi rnctb ncflc s use tile
occuat..019.)ns

Dm 0ofciri, Cunningham,
Elementary Aiaebra-Purt

ous,hion ijf In Comrcny., 1970

2. Denholm, Doiciani,
E err:* ary A I cebra rd. ;

Houtjrzton i fft in Comopny, 1970

s and Fi
tviodernAlaebra-:-Struc.?.ure arid Who'dE
Houhi on ijsile 962

4 Douglis Avron,
Idec n Nit,'.5tliematics,
Detrrici Pji mrq, n,z; I 53

. 5. Gold, Marvin and rarlberg, Robed. E..
iliodern /yell Ted Mac.irarnot',..
Houghton Miffl;n Company 19214,

6 .:indorson, Kennet}, B. ofv:i P ingry, Robert. E.,
Using Ma:-Flernatics,

;nc 1969.

Lay,.
From Arithmetic to ,A,Igiabn:l.
Mir. 1970.

8. t...lielsen, KC L

Mathematics for P rack 3c
Barnes and Noble, Inc., 1962

9.. Olivo, C, Ihon-ins,
Basic .Aathernatles SirriD
Delmar Publishing, i FIG 1953,

10. Conrad,
Police 114c.ithernatic4,
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My-717nd ki..c;71, 108.


